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Follows State Pattern

Moderate To Heavy
Voting Reported Here
Calloway County voters appear to be
following the statewide pattern of
moderate to heavy voting in Kentucky,
a state that is rated as a toss-up in the
battle for the presidency.
A referendum for an ambulance service tax and elections for two seats on
the city school board and three seats on
the countylschool board also have attracted much local attention.
Only a few minor problems were encountered this morning with voting
machines, county clerk Marvin Harris
said. "There are a lot of people voting
and the more who vote, the more problerns that arise, but overall everything
has gone smoothly," Harris said. The
clerk Doted that today's voting was the
heaviest he has seen since the 1976
presidential election.
In Murray Precinct No. 8, which
votes at the Murray Area Vocational
School, 173 people had cast their ballots
by l0:05..m. Charlotte Hammack, poll
worker, described the voting at that
polling place as "heavier than usual for
STUDENT VOTERS — Students,faculty and staff at Carter Elementary School went to the polls to cast their ballots
a presidential election."
for president. A project in Cyndi Cohoon's fourth grade class, each classroom in the school was divided into a
Sara Alexander, pallwarker at Murprecinct. Ballot boxes were made for each precinct and the voting was conducted by precincts. Prior to the voting,
ray Precinct No. 9 which votes at the
several students gave campaign speeches. Also, campaign buttons and hats have been made over the past few
Army Reserve Building, said that
weeks. Cohoon.said the students were very "excited" about the entire project. The final vote had President Carter
voting there was "about like usual."
137
with
votes, Ronald Reagan with 132 and John Anderson with 11.
Voters numbering 185 had voted there
at 10:15 am.
"We have gone all day and not had as
many people as have voted so far this
morning," Cathryn Garrott, poll
worker at Murray Precinct No. 10, said
at 10:10 a.m. Mrs. Garrott said that 273
people had voted by that time at the
Navy Recruiting Office.
By DIANA TAYLOR
feet despite the appeal.
possibly the ego the Department of
By 10:30 a.m., 190 people had cast
Associated Press Writer
The court decision-came on a motionRevenue may have in being wrong
—ballots attalloway County High School
FRANKFORT, Ky. I AT!) — The state
filed by 25 PVAs in a case involving the • again," he said, but they shOuld be .
in the Calloway precinct. Jesse Dailey,
Court of Appeals has told the DepartRevenue Department's appeal of a
getting used to it by now."
poll Worker, said that • number was
ment of Revenue to certify 1980
Franklin Circuit Court ruling.
The 25 PVAs have assessed the pro.
"more than usual."
assessments made by a group of proThe lower court said the department
perty in their counties without the in"We've had 320 and the house is full,"
perty valuation administrators, even
acted wrongfully in directing increased
creases ordered by the state, Scent
poll wOrker Hilda Parkhill said at 10:30
though the assessments do not include a
in many counties. In ordering the insaid. "We're asking the court to direct
state-ortred increase,
creases, the department had said the
the department to certify these
After a hearing Monday, the judges
counties did not assess property at fair
assessments."
also ruled that Jefferson County's 1980
cash value.
The. department rejected initial
property-tax rate may be based On 1979
Attorney William Scent, representing
assessment figures from at_ least_48 —
assessments. • •.
cowslipslast spring-,- The ritimber of-ad-the PlAs,said many counties will have
State certification is required before
to borrow money if they cannot mail
ministrators making up the "class" in
counties may mail their tax bills, which
-their tax bills immediately. And they
the original suit against the department
have been delayed this year by a court
will lose money in the form of interest
was trimmed to 67.
By DONALD M.ROTHB ERG
battle involving the state Department
they could be collecting on property-tax
AP Political Writer
of Revenue and a number of PVAs.
payments, he said.
WASHINGTON i AP) — Their long,
Nathan Goldman, a department atScent also argued that the state Would
sometimes bitter campaign over,
torney, said Monday afternoon that no
not suffer if the court agreed with the
President Carter and Ronald Reagan
decision had been made on whether to
PVAs, saying amended tax bills could
could only cast their ballots and wait toappeal the court's order. He also said it
be sent to property owners in affected
day for a troubled nation to decide the
was not immediately clear what the imcounties if the Revenue Department
outcome of the one of the most closely
pact of an appeal would be — whether
wins its appeal.
The
Callciway
County Sctool District
fought elections in recent times.
the order would be delayed or take efThere would be no damage "except
has received approval from the state
On the first anniversary of the capDepartment of Education for the
ture of American hostages in Iran, one
previously submitted district's EHA,
of the darkest moments in his presidenFart B application. for Special EducaSports editor David Hibbitts takes a look at several explanations of the
cy, Carter returned to Plains, Ga., eartion assistance.
Murray State Racers' Saturday loss to the Eastern Kentucky Colonels in
ly today and voted in the old brick high
Funds authorized under EHA, Part
his column on Page 6.
school of his hometown. "I think it's
"B': are to provide services to children
very close," he tbld reporters.
not already receiving needed attention
Asked if he expected to win the elecand the identification, location, and
tion, Carter replied: "I hope so. We'll
(inc Section-14 Pages
Clear and much cooler tonight.
evaluation of handicapped children.
see. I've always felt confident. I've
Aces
12
I,ows in the mid and upper
Funds are also used for providing
always come out well." He said the size
Building Page
10
30s.Sunny and cool Wednesday
educational programs to newly idenof the voter turnout would be a big facClassifieds
12, 13
with highs in the low 60s.
tified handicapped children.
tor in the outcome.
Comics
12
All procedural safeguards for hanWhile Carter gave emotional thanks
Fair conditions are expected
Crossword
12
dicapped children and their parents in
to supporters who rallied at the Plains
Thursday
through
Saturday
with
Dear Abby
2
decisions regarding educational prorailroad depot, Reagan, his Republican
a warming trend. Highs through
Deaths &F'unerals
14
grams,Arid confidentiality of files of
challenger, awaited the voters' decision
the period will be in the 60s and
Dr. Lamb
12
those Children identified as handicapat his oceanfront home at Los Angeles.
.70s, with lows ranging from the
Garrott's Galley
4
ped will continue to be instituted by the
The 24 registered voters in Dixville
30s
to
40s.
Horoscope .
12
Calloway County School System. The
Local Scene
23
Lake Levels
approved application will be on file in
Opinion Page
Lake Barkley
4
354.78
the office of the Superintendent at the
Sports
Kentucky Lake
6 7
355.02
Calloway County Board of Education
Office Building on College Farm Road.

Appeals Court Tells Department
To Certify PVA 1980 Assessments

this morning from the Hazel precinct
polling place at the Hazel City Hall.
"More people seem to be voting today
.than usual," Mrs. Parkhill continued.
Elsewhere across the state, officials
in Louisville and Jefferson County indicated the turnout was brisk. Similar
reports came from. Allen, Edmonson
and Logan counties. Voting in one
Logan County precinct already had exceeded the number of ballots cast in
last May's primary election.
A spot check of 12 of 42 precincts
showed a 45 percent turnout before
noon in Franklin County.
In Floyd County, balloting was
moderately heavy and officials
predicted the turnout would exceed the
number of votes cast in the presidential
election four years ago.
The election gave Boyle County an
opportunity to keep alive a 16-year
trend. Since the 1964 presidential election, Boyle County's vote has mirrowed
nationwide results.
Some precincts in Ashland and Bowling Green had voter lines in the early
hours.
Voters were casting their ballots at
-the rate of one a minute in Bowling
Green's five largest precincts, and officials said they expected 26,000 of the
31,000 registered voters in Bowling
Green and Warren Countyto show up at
the polls before balloting ended.
In Ashland, ten. to 15 percent of the
vote waS cast early, according to spot
checks at seven precincts.
Eight of ten precincts checked, at
Owensboro showed a heavy turnout,
some saying as many as 20 percent of
the registered voters were at the polls
the first two hours.
The Owensboro turnout was attributed partly to three local issues,
bargaining for firemen, a drainage tax
and an urban renewal proposal.

Brady Miracle of the state Board of
Elections in Frankfort said the office
received only a few calls until midmorning and said no real problems
were reported.
In Lexington, election officer Donna
Palmer called the early turnout at one
precinct incredible. "Last year we had
70 voters by the end of the day, we've
had 54" by mid-morning,she said.
But an officer in another precinct,
W.S. Dotson said "I think it's not as
heavy as the last presidential election."
Two tax referendums were at the top
of the ballot in Lexington-Fayette County. One precinct near the University of
Kentucky reported the absence of collegians among voters in the first hour.
In Greenup County,an eight-cent ambulance tax was missing from the ballot
in two precincts at Russell and a
spokeswoman for the county clerk's office said it was omitted inadvertently.
She said paper ballots were being supplied on the tax question and persons
unable to vote on the tax would be
allowed to return.
Harlan County reported voting was
moderate to heavy.
Graves County reported lines and
heavy voting and officials predicted an
80 percent turnout to equal the balloting
in the 1976 presidential election.
A school board race was on the
Graves County ballot along with the
question of whether fiscal court should
be changed from the commissioner to
magistrate format. The court now has
three commissioners and the balloting :
would determine whether eight
magistrates are picked for the court.
Balloting also was heavy to Pulaski
County and officials attributed part -ofthe turnout to a number.'of hotlycontested school board races.
See VOTING;
Page 14, Column 6

Carter, Reagan Cast Ballots; Wait
or Nation To-Decide Outcome

Calloway District
Receives Special
Education Approval

inside today

today's index

clear and cool

Notch, N.H., traditionally the first to
cast their votes for president on Election Day, gave Reagan a 17-3 lead over
Carter shortly after midnight. Independent candidate John B. Anderson got
two votes, Libertarian candidate Ed
Clark got one and one ballot. was left
blank.
"I hope it's the forerunner of things to
come," Reagan said in Los Angeles
before going to bed. But Dixville Notch
has voted for the loser in every
presidential election since 1960, with
the exception of 1972.
The early voter turnout was described as heavy in several states, including
Virginia, Ohio, Maryland, Mississippi,
Michigan, Alabama, Oklahoma and Indiana, and moderate to heavy in Kentucky and Connecticut. Rain failed to
discourage long lines of voters in
Maryland and the Virginia suburbs of
Washington.
An official in the Massachusetts
secretary of state's office said
preliminary surveys from metropolitan
Boston indicated a "phenomenal,
heavy" turnout. In Savannah,Ga.,elec-

One Year After Hostage Taking

Administration Ponders Move
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By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) -- One year
after 52 Americans were taken prisoner
in Tehran, the Carter administration is
pondering what to do next, rejecting
Henry Kissinger's advice to tell Iran
there is no basis for negotiation in the
terms for release it laid down Sunday.
"There's a good deal of rubber in this
particular rubber band and we
shouldn't give up now," presidential
counsel Lloyd Cutler said of the conditions the Iranian Parliament set for the
captives to be set free.
Hours before Cutler's remarks on the
Public Broadcasting Service, Iran's official translation of the terms for ending the crisis had been delivered to the
State Department.
There,spokesman John Trattner said
no response would be forthcoming until
the United States has time to "think
25
about it and study
• Cutler stressed that point, saying the
administration was determined not to

act precipitously.
President Carter, arriving home in
Plains, Ga., early today to vote, said:
"I feel more encouraged about the
hostages than I have in the past."
Carter, who kept in radiotelephone
contact with the State Department
overnight while flying cross-country,
said the United States was going to "exchange documents" with Iran, probably through Algerian diplomats.
"The Iranians couldn't have chosen a
better representative" than Algeria, he
added.
In a televised interview late Sunday,
Kissinger had said that meeting the
terms "could amount to ransom" and
that accepting them would lead •
America's friends and foes to view the
nation "with contempt."
But Cutlersaid,"There may well be a
way in which something that we can do
consistent with our laws and our principles will be found ...to meet their conditions."
The four conditions are the return of

the wealth of the late Shah Mohammad
Reza Pahlavi, the freeing of frozen Iranian assets in the United States, the
cancellation of U.S. legal claims
against Iran and an American pledge
not to xiifterfere in Iran's internal affairs.
Earlier Monday, Secretary of State
Edmund S. Muskie told reporters the
latest developments should be viewed
as "initial steps in a process which will
require time, patience and diplomacy."
Although there has been progress,
Muskie said, "much remains to be
done."
Officials said negotiations were not
likely to start soon. No one in authority
would speculate whether it would be
days, weeks or months before the
hostages' ordeal ends.
He also welcomed Monday's announcement that the students holding
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran since last
Nov. 4 had given responsibility for their
aptives to the government.

PLANNING DINNER — Final preparations are being made for the annual
Boy Scout recognition dinner, to be held at 7 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 6, in the
Calloway County High School cafeteria. The cost is $10 per table:A table
seats 10 people. The fee will go toward the cost of awards, programs,
promotion and other service(. The dinner is potluck and each family 'is
asked to bring one item of food to feed 10 people. Each pack, troop and
Explorer post should pick a chairman to assign foods for families to. bring.
All those involved in scouting are asked to attend. Planning the dinner are
(from left) Dr. David Roos, banquet chairman; Dick Tebbitts, district scout
executive; and I.C. Hainyworth, scout recognition chairman, Others taking
part in the dinner are Ed Chrisman, master of ceremonies; Ray Mofield,
song leader; and Paul Kiesow, district scout chairman.

•-'
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tion supervisor Mary Humberd said:
"The lines are heavy all over. We're going to have a real heavy turnout, it
looks like."
Voter lines also were long in West
Houston, where GOP vice presidential
candidate George Bush cast his ballot
for Reagan. "If the country goes the
way this district does," he said, "we're
in like a burglar."
After months of Reagan's harping on
Carter's handling of the economy and
the president's hints that Reagan could
start a war,the final days of their campaign were dominated by swiftly moving events in Tehran that encouraged
speculation that the ordeal of the 52
American hostages soon may end.
No one could say how those events
would affect the outcome of the
presidential race, and the candidates
reacted cautiously.
"Don't know yet," was the president's response on Monday when asked
if he was encouraged by the news that
the Iranian militants holding the
hostages had agreed to relinquish
custody to the Iranian government.

Area Adults To Be
Honored At Scout
Appreciation Dinner
Area adults active in Boy Scouting
will be honored when the Chickasaw
District of the Boy Scouts of America
holds its annual Appreciation Day Dinner at 7 pan. Thursday, Nov. 6, in the
Calloway County High School cafeteria.
Several awards, including special
unit awards, training awards, the
outstanding scout leader service award
and the district award of merit, the
highest award given, will be presented
at the dinner.
Approximately 800 boys are involved
in the Chickasaw District, governed by
Dick Tebbitts. The district's purpose is
threefold — to develop character,
citizenship and mental and physical
fitness.
ptherS involved in the planning of the
dinner include Jay Hainsworth, district
chairman; Paul Kiesow, outgoing
district • chairman; Max Parker, new
district chairman; Ed Chrisman,
master of ceremonies; Sam Parker,
publicity: and David 'Roos, Mike
Keller, Jack Rose, Ray Mdieldand Bill
KOpper-tid; planning ciamittee.
All area adults are invited to the dinner.

_
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Tenri,is Group To Play

Garden Club
Plans Meet
"Christmas Decorations
will be the subject of the
lesson to be presented at the
meeting of the Nature's
Palette Garden Club to be held
Wednesday, Nov. 5, at 1:30
p.m. at the Ellis Conununit)
Center.
Thelma Parker will be the
hostess. Rowena Stubblefield,
chairman, urges all members
to attend.

Mr...23/2744-

Dant)
1;4

Jo liarkeen, Local Si...ene Editor

By Abigail Van Buren'

Policemen Don't Need .---Goode-Hussung Engagement-Another Siren in Car
DEAR ABBY: I almost always agree with you, but your
reply to JEALOUS, who was upset because her policeman
husband was working nights with a female officer, really lit
my fuse!
My husband is a police officer(11 years), and I have lots of
seasons for not wanting him to ride around with a "cute,
single, bright and funny" woman all night.
_ In the police academy.they are taught that for every 1,000
hours of police work, there are 10 minutes of excitement.
Just put a man and a "cute,single, bright,funny woman"in
the same car for eight hours, and if thetli no action on the
'
street: -you can guess where-The action will be.
Men will be men. And they all have their weaknesses. You
bartender's
job
any
more
than
wouldn't put an alcoholic in a
you'd put a diabetic in a candy store. Knowing my husband
as I do, I certainly wouldn't feel comfortable having him
work with a cute lady.
SEATTLE

Wedding Vows To
Be Read, Crofton

Reita Moody
Is Speaker

7 05.9 10

Thrv

Times.

710,9:00

Th. Ono, Th• Oody
flu Clossir

HALLOWEEN {l
Jamie 1.“ Curtis

DEAR ABBY: It's obviotis that you aren't married to a
policeman.-1-was-divoreed- now,and-now-l-knowwhy the divorce rate among policemen is the highest of any
.
_
profession.
The temptations put in the average policeman's way are
almost too much for any man to resist. And the way
policemen cover up for each other is not to be believed!
Because of the nature of their work, they can easily get
"lost" for an hour or two, and they always have a buddy
who will cover for them.
Abby, policemen can find enough women to fool around
with on their own without being assigned to one in the line
of duty. Also, a policeman's chances for survival are a lot
better if he has a 6-foot, 200-pound man as a back-up rather
than a 5-2, 110-pound woman.
EXPERIENCED
(Problems? You'll feel better if-you get them off
a
personal
reply
write
to Abby. Box
your chest. For
69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Please enclose
stamped, self-addressed envelope.)

Hillards Vis
.it Mrs. Blalock
NOW
OPEN
FRI-SAT-SUN
ONLY
1/'way 121 S •753-3314

Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Hillard
have returned to their home in
Rockwell, North Carolina,
after spending several days
with Mrs. Clifford (Mabel)
Blalock of Murray Route 6.
While here the group toured
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes

and other places of interest in
Murray and Calloway County,
Mr. Hillard, a disabled
former prisoner of war
veteran of World War II, served with the late Clifford
Blalock in the Air Farce and
they were buddies in basic
training.

HARVEST SALE
Wed.-Thur.-Fri.-Sat.
Boy's - Girl's

Entire Stock
'of Clothing
20% OFF

•"\\A\

Iliss Lis(' ;bin Gingh,
—to iced Steven Rebert-lhissung

,1

7he Step Adder

Every other week throughout
1980, the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
who could use lucky couple $1,000 cash.
addition, twenty-siX free
$1,000 cash... In
honeymoons and many
more merchandise prizes. The sooner yt)u
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

We are pleased to
announce that TamAllbritton,
my
bride-elect of Kendrod Paschall has
her
chosen
acdecorating
cessories from the..

FURCHES
JEWELRY

Happiness Place

M S. 4th

1104 Story Ave.
753-4567

Member National Bridal Service

•
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Manufacturer's Sale
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The Mui
7 p.m. in tl
Arvin ar
l'-`.1- last meet
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•
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t
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(We're Back Again)
Wholesale
Women's Fashions

714r29601.41.

Up To

70% Off!

Two Days Only!
Nov. 7 & 8
This Friday 9 am. - 7 p.m.
and Saturday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.

11
At The Holiday Inn Banquet Room
Murray. Ky.

4,.
ORGANICALLY GROWN
WESTERN BLOUSES

$12.99

BLAZERS(WOOL)
REG $6400

$38.00

BOBBIE BROOKS
PLAID SKIRTS(WOOL) REG $3000 $13.99

OXFORD CLOTH
RIBBON BLOUSES

REG $2200 $9.99

"HAPPY LEGS"
BRAND PANTS

"CENTER STAGE"
BRAND SWEATERS

$12.99

WOOL FLANNEL
PANTS
REG $2800

$12.98

REG $2800 $12.99

FASHION NAME JEANS
(FADED GLORY, VICEROY)

$12.99

"GLORIA VANDERBILT" & "ACT l" DRESSES
REG 568 00 $80 00

$29.99-$39.99

Do Not Miss This Sale
For Your Christmas Gifts

aradhorr's Fashions
lira S4Mon.-Sat
19Fri.

&at Air Shopping Canter
15.7 1M5

,.

TM

ini70
40
• 4151"4

Robert Valentine will present the program on "The Life
and Humor of Mark Twain" at
the meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club to be held Tuesday, Nov. 4, at 7:30 p.m. at the
club house.
Hostesses will be Miss
Louise Swann, Miss Ruth
Lassiter, Mrs. John Fortin,
and Miss Hazel Tarry,

GARLAND BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Garland
of Cadiz Route 4 are the
parents of a baby boy, Joshua
Lee, weighing eight pounds
eight ounces, born on Saturday, Oct. 18, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. Bennie Garland of ,Trigg County
and Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Gray, Will Jackson Road,
Cadiz. A great grandmother is
Mrs. Mary Ryan of New York
City, N.Y.

FESTIV/
photo, a
Christina
to be hel
Nov. 8, fi
exhibitor
spokesm

The First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, will
be the scene of a "Country Kitchen Craft and Bake Sale" to
be held Saturday, Nov.8,from 9a.m. to 2 p.m.
This year's event will be a slightly condensed version of the
Church Women's annual Holly Berry Bazaar which they plan
to resume next year.
The Country Kitchen will feature homemade baked and
eannedgoods and many craft items pertaining to the kitchen.
The Holly Berry tea room will be open serving coffee, hot
spiced tea,and Pennsylvania Dutch funnel cake.
Ample parking space will be available behind the church,
directly off South 16th Street.

Deltas Will
Hear Speaker

DODD BOY
• Mr. and Mrs. Ernie G.
Dodd, 5031
/
2 Poplar Street,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Derrick James,
weighing nine pounds five
ounces, measuring 22 inches,
born on Thursday, Oct. 30, at
10:34 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former
Kim Johnson. The father is
employed with Cleaver Construction Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James S. Johnson, Mrs.
Dorothy Dodd, and the late
Gene M. Dodd, all of Murray.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Obera Johnson and the late T.
D. Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
James T. Stone, Mrs. Sanova
Dodd, and the late Bert E.
Dodd, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Lavern Morgan. and the late
Ernest Morgan of Wingo.

The lineup is as follows:
Court One — Deanna
Parker, Annette Alexander,
Pat Binford, and Cathy Mattis.
Court Two — Vicki Baker,
Lisa Faughn, Renee Wynn,
and Carol Waller.

Presbyterians Plan
Sale Here Saturday

•

Mr. and Mrs. Norris Goode,
Jr., of Crofton announce the
engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter,
Lisa Ann, to Steven Robert
Hommg,son of Dr_ and Mrs.
Karl Hussung of Murray.
The bride-elect is a junior
music education major at
Murray State University. She
is a member of Alpha Lambda
The mother is the former
Delta honor society, and
Sheila Dunn.
Sigma Alpha Iota professional
and
are
Mr.
Grandparents
DEAR ABBY:, I know you won't like, this, but there are
music fraternity for women.
Mrs. Wallace Litchfield of some jobs women are just not suited for, and being out on
Mr. Hussung is a senior
Dexter Route 1 and Mr. and .Patrol as a police officer is one of them.
history major at Murray State
Mrs. Gene Dunn of Benton • I'm a police officer, and I'm scared to death to have a
female with me. Cam given unofficial orders to "take care of University. He is presently
'Route 3.
serving as youth director at
her," and woe be it to me if she is hurt. When we go to a
Great grandparents are Mr. violent scene, I have to handle myself and her. I tell her, the Hazel Baptist Church.
and Mrs. Athel Story of "Please sit in the car, and if I give you the signal, call in for
The wedding is scheduled
Calvert City Route 1, Mr. and
help." At least she is good for that. There are other jobs they for Friday, Jan. 2, at 7 p.m. at
Mrs. Woodrow Dunn of are good for, such as getting out on the street and' the Crofton Baptist Church at
pretending .to be prostitutes and other such undercover Crofton. A reception will
Gilbertsville, Mrs. Solon Edwork, but not police roadwork.They are apt to end up killing follow in the Church
wards of Benton, and Mrs.
fellowship
and I don't want it to be me.
someone,
Carl Alexhder of Dexter.
hall.
I am not a woman-hater, Abby, but I have a family, and
All friends and relatives are
Great great grandmothers
like to stay alive.
POLICE OFFICER- IN MIAMI Invited to 'attend. Invitations
are Mrs. C. C Dunn and Mrs.
will be sent to out of town
H. T. Boggles, both of GilbertDEAR ABBY: This is in regard to JEALOUS. I don't guests only.
sville.
blame her for being jealous. She has every right to be. I don't
consider a'woman in a police officer's uniform a cop. I see
her as a woman wearing a man's uniform. Why do you
Von Then.
suppose there,s no Ione-woman portraying-Dirty Carrie or
Hopalong Katherine? Women just don't fit into that role.
7 15,9,10
Does Barney Miller have a woman working with him? When
.111ARLTON HE,
- IS
he. needs a woman for police work, he gets a man to
KSANNAH YORK
impersonate a female.
THE
I-don't mind if Women are truckers, mechanics, astroAWA KENI NG
nauts, politicians or even garbage collectors, but it would be
nice
if they left just one profession strictly for the men.
Geneva! Cs• 753-3314'j
Reita Moody of Murray,
IRRITATED IN AUBURN, MASS.
chaplain at the Western Bap7 15,9 20
DEAR ABBY: You sure blew it with your answer to the tist Hospital, Paducah, will
jealous wife. There are many temptations thrown at police
speak on "Counseling For ToUM DIE IlAWN
officers in the line of duty. No wonder the divorce rate
day" at the meeting of the
PRIVATE
among policemen is the highest of all professions.
Kappa Department of the
MANIA
have
been
known
to
Young women (and older ones, too)
Murray Woman's Club to be
gl
uffes a policeman anything to -avoid getting a-tieket for
held Tuesday, Nov. 4, -at 7:30
speeding or'running a red light.
p.m. at the club house.
Luckily. I've never had the worry of my man having a
Hostesses will be Jan
female companion officer, but I sure wouldn't want that as
llirv Then.
an added concern.'
Taylor, Frances Galloway,
With all due respect to the facts you pointed out — that
7 9. 920
Gail Vinson, Sandy Cantrell,
female officers are intelligent, courageous, hardworking
and Ann Carr.
4.VIAEL CA)
,
U
the
and had to go through the same rigorous training as
DRESS' S
men — familiarity .does invite intimacy.
T()KII I
•
WISCONSIN COP'S WIFE
LITCHFIELD
Mr, And Mrs. Nictor Litchfield of Hardin Route 1 announce the birth of their son,
Jeremiah Lee, weighing seven
pounds 11 ounces, measuring
21 inches, born on Friday, Oct.
17, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
.

Group C of Women's Tennis
of the Murray Country Club
will play Thursday, Nov. 6, at
9:30 a.m, at the Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will
meet at the home of Cathy
Mattis at 8:45 a.m. logo to the
center.

Murray, Ky.

Holiday Inn Banquet Room
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'o Play
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p is as follows:
)ne — Deanna
nnette Alexander,
d, and Cathy Mat-

Tuesday, Nov.4
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at 7 p.ni. at thehome
of Teresa Richerson

- Vicki Baker,
ha, Renee Wynn,
Vatter.

Plan
trday
Main Streets, will
And Bake Sale" to
m.
ised version of the
ir which they plan
.rnade baked and
king to the kitchen.
erving coffee, hot
cake.
whind the church,

•
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FESTIVAL PLANNED — Lillie Mae Boren, top photo, and Clarence Boren, bottom
photo, are pictured with items they have made which will be on sale at the Murray
Christmas Arts and Crafts Festival, sponsored by the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens,
to be held at the Jaycee Building at the Fairgrounds, Highway 121 North, on Saturday,
Nov. 8, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, Nov. 9,from 1 to 5 p.m. Thirty-two different
exhibitors will be featured at the festival and the public is invited to attend, a
spokesman said.

Band Boosters Will
Hold Special Meet

k throughout
ional Bridal
ward another
$1,000 cash.
,enty-six free
and many
le sooner you
ce of winning!
top by and

The Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight ,( Tuesday at
7 p.m. in the band room of the Murray High School building.
Arvin and Martha Crafton, presidents, said this will be the
last meeting before the band leaves for the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day parade in New York City.
Crafton said each student should be represented by one
parent or representative at the meeting tonight.

Nylon stockings first
went on sale in America
on October 25, 1940.

?r,
Let us present Sherry Morris,
bride-elect of Barry Travis, who
has registered their Mikasa
Stoneware and Stainless front our
fine selection in the Bridal Department. The wedding is Dec. 6.
1980.

yr

Samethiosf Special
GIFT SHOP
Court Square, Benton
527-3900

Call Us, We'll Delivri

-u

Thursday, Nov.6
Lost Chord Club will be
organized at 7 p.m. at the
Conununity Building, Housing
Development,
Brookside
Drive, Mayfield. This is for
Board meeting of the United
Mr and Mrs. Jerry Dowdy
persons having had a
Campus Ministry will be at 2
laryngectornee. For informa- of Murray announce the
p.m.
tion call Debbie Crutcher at engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Murray State University or
Delta Department of MurMr. and Mrs. Charles Jones, Tamra Dawn, to Terry Dan
ray Woman's Club will meet
Barnett, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mayfield.
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
Bobbie D. Barnett of Hardin.
----with Robert Valentine as
Mr. Barnett, a graduate of
Shower for Mr. and Mrs.
speaker.
Steve McCuiston and son, Marshall County High School,
is presently employed with
Mac, who lost their home and
Kappa Department of MurRick's Electric of Mayfield.
contents by fire, will be held at
ray Woman's Club will meet
The weddink is planned for
7 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall,
at 7:30 p.m. at the club house
Friday, Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. at
Grace Baptist Church, 617
with Reita Moody as speaker.
,the Hardin Church of Christ. A
South Ninth Street, Murray.
reception will follow at the
Parents Anonymous will
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforGarden Department of MurBarnett in Hardin.
mation call 753-5995 or 43$ray Woman's Club will meet
All friends and relatives are
4385.
at 1 p.m. at the club house with
invited to attend the wedding
Alcoholics Anonymous will Maxine Clark as speaker.
and the reception.
meet at 8 p.m at the west end
Kentucky
the
West
Exposiof
Murray Women of the
tion Center.
Moose will meet at 8 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Auditions for Little Women
for the Community Theatre
Ellis Center will be open
will be held at 3:30 and 7 p.m. from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for acHOSPITAL NEWS
at the old freight depot at the tivities by the Murray Senior
Murray-Calloway Park.
Citizens. Exercises will be led
Adults 129
by a Murray State student.
Nursery 6
Murray Art Guild will be Lunch will be at 12 noon with
10-28-80
open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. table games to follow.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
with oil painting sessions
Doran, baby boy 1Tammie,
• scheduled.
Douglas Center will be open Rt. 1, Dukedom; Tenn.
Jerry Speight will present a
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acMarshall, baby
girl
program on "The Value of
tivities by the Senior Citizens (Sheila), Rt. 6, Mayfield.
Abstraction In Art" at the
with lunch at 12 noon.
Newberry, baby boy
Murrill.: Art Guild, 103 North
(Beverly), 93 Shady Oaks,
Sixth Street, at 7:30 p. m.
Hazel Senior Citizens will Murray.
Murray TOPS (take off have activities from 10 a.m. to
DPSM ISSA LS
pounds sensibly Club will 2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
Sharon D. Sherrill and baby
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health lunch at 11:45 a.m.
girl, 825 Talor, Mayfield; DonCenter.
nie L. Morton, Rt. 1, Murray;
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of James Soder, Rt. 3, Martin,
Singles Class of Seventh ancl Beta Sigma Phi will host a
Tenn.; Rupert Tynes, 506
Poplar Church of Christ will salad supper for Gamma
Richardson, Murray; Allen V.
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Gamma and Xi Alpha Phi Wedhorn, 55 Hales Trailer
sister sorority chapters.
• Court, Murray.. s- •
Murray Assembly No. 19
Kenneth D. Elkins, 1202
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
"Woyzeck" will be Lone Oak, Lot 65, Paris,
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge presented by the Murray State
Tenn.; Bill Coker, 104
hall.
University Theatre at 8 p.m. Williams, Murray; Mrs. Jean
Groups of First Baptist Admission is $3 for adults, Ann Lawsom'Rt. 1, Mayfield;
Church Women will meet as $1.50 for children, or by season Jacqueline M. Laird, Puryear,
,Tenn.; Mary Jane Green, Rt,
follows: Dorothy Group with ticket.
2, Hazel.
Mrs. George Shoemaker at
10:30 a.m. and Bea Walker
Lucinda A. Gibson, El
Coffee by Murray State
with Mrs. G. T. Lilly at 7:30 University Women's Society Southside Manor, Murray;
p.m.
will be from 7:30 to 9 p.m. at Mrs. Deborah A. Lampe, Rt.
home of Doris Cella, 1708 5, Murray; Mrs. Lucy M.
the
Murray Band Boosters will
Plainview, with Brenda Mad- Benefiel, Rt. 1, Murray ; Larry
meet at 7 p.m. at th band room
McClain, 511 Broad, Murray;
dox as cohostess.
at Murray High School. Each
Mrs. Marlene G. Thweatt, Rt.
band member should have at
Second day of Candle Mak- 3.Benton.
least one parent represenMrs. Dorothy S. Taylor, Rt.
ing will be from 10 a.m. to 2
tative present.
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850, 2, Paris, Tenn.; James P.
Taylor, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.;
Land Between the Lakes.
Wednesday,Nov.5
Tommy D. Workman, Rt. 1,
Salem Baptist Church WMU
Murray; Mrs. - Annie H.
will meet at 7 p.m. at the churAfter School Bible Club will
Adams, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
ch.
meet at the First Christian Mrs.
Pauline C. Riley. 605
Church.
Elm, Benton.
Overeaters Anonymous will
meet at 12 noon on the second
floor of Baptist Student Union,
North 15th Street.

Save 15% to 23%
in Maidenform's great
panty and bra sale.

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.

Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the Ellis Community Center
with the lesson to be on
"Christmas Decorations" and
Thelma Parker as hostess.
Congregational Dinner will
be at 6:30 p.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Bible Overview will be at
6:30 p.m. at the First Christian Church.

Now's the time to stock up on your favorite Maidenform styles at
great savings.
No-Show® seamless bra of double knit tricot. Whisper thin fiberbi II. White 34-36A, 32-38B, C.
eq. 9.50, 7.99

Sweet Something,.

9.99
2.99

Tulip lace trim soft cup bra. White, body

blush. 32-36A, B, C.
Reg. 7.00, 9.79
Sweet Something,m tulip lace trim with light fiberfill. White, body
blush. 32-38A,B,C. Reg. 8.50, 6.99
Slim-Cutsiv panties.

2.98

French bikini,
regular bikini.
Antron 1111 nylon satin tricot. White, beige, assorted fashion
colors. Stetch lace trim and cotton shield. Sizes 5-7.
Reg. 2.75, 3/.700

:.99

UTTLETON3
ON THE SQUARE • MURRAY, KENTUCKY

ST COPY AVAILABLE

VOWS To Be Read
it Hardin Church

lliss Tamra Dawn Ihnedv
and Terry Dan ilgrm-41
—.—.—.—.—.—.—.-

SEBAGO

One of Sebago's most noted qualify casuals for men,
women and boys. Handsewn vamp. Long-lasting,
genuine, Plantation crepe sole. Bellows tongue adlusts for comfort and fit. Contoured arch support heel
lining. A moccasin that's as comfortable as it looks.
Made in Maine by skilled craftsmen.

(Ian"
.
swore

Shoe Shirt

Court

SAVE—SAVE SAVE!

Candle Making will be from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850,
Land
Between the Lakes.

8.00

—November Wedding Planned

D&T WAREHOUSE FOODS
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In TI,wn
SMUCKERS

$1 29
3 LB.
SOUTHERN STAR

TUNA

Missions Groups are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
Flint Baptist Church Mission Groups are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities fom 10a.m. to 2
p.m. with lunch at 11:45 a.rn
Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play bridge at 9:30
a.m. with Essie Caldwell as
hostess.
Dr. Stephen Schechtman
will speak on "Parent and
Child in a Changing Society"
at the United Campus
Ministry luncheon at 12:30
p.m. in Ordway Conference
Room,Murray State.
Thursday,Nov.6
Mothers Day Out will beat 9
a.m, at the First Baptist Church.
- ——
Deacons and their wives of
the First Baptist Church will
have a fellowship dinner at the
Jonathan Creek Baptist
Assembly at 6:30 p.m.

POTAT

GRAPE JELLY

60Z.

.
49

ApiregiiiKE
3 FOR$1" I

TURNER

MILK
$209
GAL.

COCA-COLA or
R.C.

8 PACK OF ge
1601.
PLUS DEPOSIT

Across From Murray Drive-In
So. 4th

'Mon-Thurs. 8-7
Fri-Sat. 8-8

„„
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Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis cut the
ribbons at the openings of the new
Kroger Store and Roses Department
Store in the Central Shopping Center today.
Deaths reported include Curtis A.
Kimbro,57, and Mrs. R. J. Hall,88.
The special school building tax question for Calloway County Schools was
defeated in the general election yesterday by only 137 votes.
Oveta Bogard and Clifford White
were elected as members of the board
of the Calloway County Soil Conservation in an election held Nov. 3.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Smith, just off Highway 299, was
damaged by fire on the morning of Nov.
2.
Calloway Forest Ranger Boyce McCuiston urges caution in burning during
the fire season.
Max Farris is a pilot with the Northwest Airlines and serves on a 707 out
of Seattle, Wash. He is the son of Noble
Farris and the late Owen Farris.

V NECK ANDECKF,

l'oting Booth Entrants
Ask About Economy
NEW YORK (AP) — Many will enter
the voting booth on Election Day
wrestling with the issue of what happened to the American economy.
They know things are changed over
the past decade — their wallets, worries and waning aspirations are
evidence enough — but few people can
identify all the hows and whys.
Since everyone seems to be groping
for some practical positions, two of
them are related here, gathered from
the statements of ordinary citizens, investors, economists and just about
anyone else.
You may not subscribe to the
thoughts, but they seem to have a
universal appeal, heard as often in the
bar as in the boardroom.
—THE SELFISH CITIZEN.
This has been the most selfish
generation in history, living off the fat
of the economy and the efforts of those
who went before, and seeking to finance
it with the efforts of generations to
come.
We have lived well, borrowing to do
so. and we have passed the bill onto
future generations as an unprecedented
load of federal, state and municipal
debt. How else can we be pensioned at
an early age?
We have sanctified consumption and
vilified production. We have destroyed
productivity because tv e have used up
the capital needed for production. We
have demanded the productive
America be our servant.
We have become the ultimate
materialists and hedonists, surrounding ourselves with goads and gadgets
for our comfort, and refusing to worry
about the consequences, such as paying
the bills.

We have devoured the nation's
resources; we have insisted on luxurious cars; we have demanded an extra bath in our new houses.
In the process, we have forced up
prices and interest rates, especially the
prices of the homes we own, but we
have denied shelter to our children
because we have priced them out of the
market.
—THE SELF-SERVING POLITICIAN.
Politicians have sacrificed the
economic stability of the country,
trading special interest legislation for
votes. Voting for spending projects
doesn't cost the politician a thing, but
oh the benefits.
And oh what it does, saddling the nation with deficits, more than $290 billion
in just the past six years, that were inconceivable just a few years ago. And
creating inflation and high borrowing
rates.
It isn't just with appropriations that
the damage is done. Even more oppressive is the creation of regulatory
conditions that make it impossible for
business to operate efficiently and at a
profit.
Profit? The self-serving politician
doesn't understand it. Profit doesn't bring in votes. There's more to be gained
by shackling the company,calling it the
enemy and posing as the hero of the
people.
It works, over the short term, but
then jobs are lost because the money to
operate the factory has been tranferred
to the fund that supports the regulators.
Odd, isn't it, that private enterprise is
the way the country Makes its money,
but we've been clubbing it senseless?

Letter To The Editor

. c Copley News Sorvic•

Garrott 's Galley

For The Want Of3Bales Ofstraw,
Some Calloway History Was Gleaned
For the want of three bales of straw, I
was treated to some interesting
- Calloway County history this past Sunday afternoon.
The straw was needed for son Jeff to
use for a target for his 50-pound hunting
bow's arrows. Halloween was his birthday, and that's all he wanted — one of
those powerful hunting bows with all
the cables and block-and-tackle rigging
and pulleys.
I can't even pull* the thing back to
shoot an arrow. It's a far cry from the
bent hickory sticks we used as bows
when I was a boy and the long, straight,
dried out weeds we used for arrows.
The arrows he shoots each cost from
$1.50 . up, are steel tipped and have
plastic feathers on the end to make

4911tRAFFITI
14

$320,000 Vs. $59 Billion
Thursday evening in Murray,citizens
turned out in large numbers to a public
hearing concerning the anticipated loss
of $320,000 in city revenue and its effect
on the city services. The same day as
the city hearing, the Federal Government announced the 1980 fiscal year
deficit in our federal budget of $59
billion.
A $59 billion deficit means that the
Federal Government spent at least $1
billion dollars more each week last year
than it collected in income. The Federal
government collected $520 billion, but
couldn't manage on that amount. The
irony of all this is that Mayor Henley
can't keep spending money he doesn't
have, but the Federal Government can.
Yet this debt-ridden unstable federal
financial institution is looked upon by
most as the answer to our problems. I
wonder if the people of Murray would
attend a meeting to listen to how the
Federal Government over-spent one
thousand million dollars every week
last year? (That's one billion a week.) I
seriously doubt it because the Federal
Government has discovered you can
"bureaucratize" services and taxes
and can manipulate the people in the
bigness of federal controls and ser-

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Only in the West, and as a result of
the Hebrews, do we see time as progressive. Time is linear and does not ..
move in cycles, as it did for the Hindus.
Since God acts in time for Jews and
Christians, we see time as important.
And yettor mystics, even those in the
Western religions, the temporal is
fleeting — and past, present and future
often are considered together. Note
these words from The Prophet by
Kahlil Gibran for example:
But if in your thought you must
measure time into seasons, let
each season encircle all the other
seasons, And let today embrace
the past with remembrance and
the future with longing.
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vices.
The Social Security tax has gone up
and will go up again this next year far
behond the proposed local tax for fire
and police services. Will the citizens of
Murray hold a meeting against that
tax?
If the leadership of any city, state or
nation overspent so lavishly each week,
I think it would be wise to look for new
managers.
J. C. Hainsworth
Murray,Ky.
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The Story Of

Calloway County
1822-1976

By M.C. Garrott

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
CaiMeel0111.
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Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor of Lynn Grove, Route 1, were
killed when their passenger car was hit by an out-of-control truck
on the Lynn Grove highway just west of the city limits July 19.
They were buried in Sinking' SpringCemetery.
Another dismaying death of the year was that of Gariptt Beshear
who died from a heart attack at Lansing (Mich.) State Hospital
while atttending a driver training and safety institute as a representative of MSU where he had been on the coaching staff since 1954.
"Daddy" Beshear, 46 years of age, had been a legendary basketball
hero of MSU and the community while stacking up records on
varsity squads composed of players much younger than himself.
Principally financed by the federal government with a grant
of $38,811, hospital board officials announced the organization of
an intensive heart care center. It would provide a hvo-bed unit.
Six nurses began) training in the art of cardiovascular treatment.
Cooper Martin Food Store, later Food Giant, opened a supermarket in Be! Aire Shopping Center August 6, thus adding to the
influx of chain food organizations into the business life of Calloway.
Dr. Samuel G. Bell, son of the late Methodist minister George
W. Bell, would enter the practice of general medicine with Dr.
John Quertermous in Murray in the near future, according to Dr.
Quertermous.
•
Almon Willoughby, member of the fiscal court for 20 years as
a representative from Liberty Magisterial District, died Aug. 20,
1968, at his Murray home at the age of 59 years. He was buried
in.
R1m Grove Cemetery.
Sheriff Cohen Stubblefield resigned his office September 1
during his second term because of declining health. His wife,
Fannie Hendon Stubblefield, was appointed to fill the vacancy
and it was the first occasion in which a woman filled the office of
sheriff in Calloway County.
First grocer to initiate the art of food merchandising with a
supermarket, died Aug. 27, 1968, following a heart attack two days
previously. For 41 years Jesse Johnson had operated stores in or
near Murray. He was buried in Murray Memorial Gardens.
J. 0. (Ottis) Patton, veteran automobile dealer and real estate
broker, died at the age of 64 in Murray and was buried in the City
Cemetery. Ottis was a partner with John B. Watson in a modem
car dealership on Main Street near the campus for years before
selling the enterprise and engaging in real estate. He is better
remembered as the jolly good fellow who maintained the spark of
Calloway County ably in the auto manufacturing business:while a
resident of highland Park, Mich,

To Be Continued

them go straight. At first, the only
target he had was the box in which the
bow came in; and the arrows would go
right on through that, tearing the
plastic feathers as it passed through.
At $1.50 an arrow, we couldn't stand a
lot of that, so I set out to find some bales
of -straw which we could stack up and
into which he could bury his arrows
without losing the steel tips or tearing
the feathers.
++++++
Now, straw is hard to come by. Not everyone has it, since the cost of the
labor in cutting and baling it is so high
and it doesn't bring a lot.
With no idea where to get some, I appealed to my friend, Ir.D. Miller, whom
I believe knows-just as much about this
county, what's in'it and where it is as
anyone.
•
No problem, L.D. said. He knew right
• where there was a barnful of the stuff.
It belonged to Jimmy Kelly and was on
Wells Puck:441's grandfather's old
home place out on the Vancleave Road.
I had never heard of the Vancleave
Road.
Sunday afternoon was beautiful you'll
recall, but I had no idea when I got up
that morning that I would spend it rounding up three bales of straw, but I'm
glad now that it turned out that way.
The ride to the barn was absolutely
beautiful. I know I say this every year,
but I don't believe I have ever seen the
foliage more colorful — the golden
maples, the firey red gums, the red
sumac in the fence rows and the deep
yellow hickories.
++++++
The Vancleave Road turned out to be
the one off to the left of 94 East just past
Dan Boaz's place. At least, that's one
way to go. Another,the main Vancleave
Road, is a little further east and to the
left.
The first point of interest we passed
after going by Dan's big hog operation
was Gene Knight's Blacksmith shop. It
is said to have been started by his
grandfather some 100 years ago.
I saw the place where the old
Vancleave general store, a pretty good
sized one in its time, was located.
Operated by Mrs. Guy Downs'father, it

is long gone now.
Not far away is the old two-room
Vancleave School, still standing but
long since abandoned, with weeds and
brush high and thick about it.
Wells' brother-in-law, Kelly Dick,
who now lives in Paris, Tenn., taught
some of the first classes there.
The old Guy Downs home, a big,
white, two-story, frame houSe, is gone
now and in its place is a beautiful new
place where Joe Pat and Shirley
Hughes live. They say Jesse James
once spent the night in the Downs home.
"I wouldn't be surprised," Wells said
when I asked him about that.
++++++
It was out in this same area that
Nathan B. Stubblefield did a lot of his
work inventing the radio, and it was out
thhoeus
reethut he died, alone,in a shack of a
It's a real historic part of the county.
The straw was on the old Peter Wells
farm. He was Wells' grandfather, and
he died in 1917„. Wells was born on a
farm just across the road from the
Vancleave school, but moved to town
when he was nine months old.
"My father, J. D. Purdom, was a
merchant," he chuckled, "but my
mother wanted to live near her folks
and got him to move out there. Why, he
almost worked himself to death before
he could get back to town." Wells
recalls many happy times on his grandfather's place as a youngster.
At one time, his grandfather on h. is
father's side, Isaac Benjamine Wells,
and his grandfather's three brothers,
John Reed Purdom, Will Purdom and
Burt Purdom, owned all of the land
north of what is now 94 East from Elm
Grove church on in to Murray.
Many different families own and live
on that land today, though, the most
prominent family, perhaps, in the area
being the Burkeens.
++++++
It was an interesting, relaxing afternoon, and I wouldn't have learned all
that if it hadn't been for the need for
those three bales of straw, which, incidentally, catch and hold those bulletlike arrows pretty good.

Washington Today
An AP News Analysis
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — As it began,
so it ends: a presidential campaign
clouded by the mass kidnapping and
captivity of Americans whose government could neither protect them nor
free them. It was a campaign marked
at crucial moments by decisions made
half a world away, in the councils of a
hostile regime.
The story of the American hostages
seized in Tehran one year ago this election eve is a central chapter in the story
of the 1980 campaign.
In the crisis of their capture, President Carter began the comeback that
restored him to the Democratic
nomination. Because of it, he avoided a
Democratic campaign debate and did
his campaigning for nearly six months
in the shelter of-the White House.
On Tuesday, the voters will decide
whether the hostage situation will work
one last time to the advantage of the
Democratic
president.
Ronald
Reagan's strategists fear that it might,
in a close contest for the White House.
Carter said his decisions on the
hostages, and terms for their release,
would not be affected by the election
now hours away. Reagan's aides and
his running mate, George Bush, said
they did not suspect that the administration was trying to manipulate
the situation for political advantage.
Indeed, it did not seem Carter could
have done so even had he tried; the
episode has been one of U.S. frustration
and powerlessness, not of control. With
52 U.S. citizens in the hands of unpredictable captors it a volatile,
revolutionary nation, the administration could only react to events it could

not shape.
That had been the case all along. The
election eve signals of a possible break
in the stalemate did not stem from
American initiatives but came from an
alien parliament, which affirmed
demands first posted six weeks ago by
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
Carter said Sunday night that "they
appear to offer a positive basis" for action to release the hostages. He gave no
definite answer to the Iranian
demands, and he said he doesn't know
when the hostages will be freed.
Reagan opted for silence on the subject, saying it was too delicate to be
discussed in campaign forums. His
strategists had said that release of the
hostages would surely work to Carter's
advantage — but they could hardly be
against progress on that score.
Carter said he couldn't predict,.
whether the hostages would come home
before or after the election. It is hardly
likely to happen in the few hours that
are left, and that may minimize the impact of the situation on the voting.
An Associated Press-NBC News poll,
conducted prior to the latest
developments, indicated persistent,
widespread dissatisfaction with
Carter's handling of the situation. By a
margin of 53 percent to 36 percent, the
public disapproves of the way Carter
has dealt with it. That survey was completed Oct. 24.
Nonetheless, the developments Sunday are likely to be of some help to
Carter, who has campaigned all season
as the man who is doing the job now,the
man who has to deal with crises as they
happen. There is no better place for an
in'cumbent presidtnt to campaign than
at the White House — if he can explain a
stay-at-home strategy, as Carter did all
spring.

20 Years Ago
Democrats of the eight Purchase
counties west of the Tennessee River
will participate in a Democratic Rally
and Motorcade starting in Wickliffe on
Nov. 5 at 9 a.m. The group will be in
Murray at 3:55 p.m. Lt. Gov. Wilson
Wyatt, former I,t. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield, Hon. Keen Johnson, candidate for U. S. Senator, Doris Owen,
and Owen Kerth will be featured
speakers.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Erve A.
Johnston,81.
W. Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools and County Chairman
of the Bipartisan Committee for Constitutional Improvement for Kentucky,
at the meeting of the Murray
High School Parent-Teacher Association.
The Blood River Baptist Association
will hold its quarterly Sunday School
Rally on Nev. 6 at the Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Suiter, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Thomas Cook.
Chase and Sanborn coffee is listed at
$1.19 for a 2 pound can and Velveeta
cheese at 79 cents for a' 2 pound loaf in
the ad for Parker's Food Market this
week.
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Ten high school bands including the
Murray High School Band will participate
he
school
at Murray State College today, according to
Richard
director
events for
the Music Department of the college. •
The winning band will perform at the
halftime of the Murray-Morehead football game.
Congressman Albert S. Gore of Tennessee will speak tonight at the
Calloway County Courthouse on behalf
of the candidates of the Democratic
party. Gore is a member of the House
Agricultural Committee of Congress
and is co-author of the Anderson-Gore
farm bill.
Alfred Lindsey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
P. A. Lindsey, has moved to Murray
from Mayfield to assist in the operation
of the. Lindsey Jewelry Store now
located in Murray.
A special column on "Your Health"
written by Dr. J. A. Outland, Calloway
County Health Doctor is published today.
L. H. Pogue is serving as minister of
the Coldwater Church of Christ.

Bible Thought
"Then said one unto him, Lord, are
there few that be saved? And he said
unto them, Strive to enter in at the
strait gate, for many I say unto you,
will seek to enter in, and shall not be
able." Luke 13:23-24
One's relationship to God and
eternity should depend upon Bible
teachings and not upon personal feelings. Disappointment may come to
many!
'

Today In History

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 4, the 309th
day of 1980. There are 57 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history :
On Nov. 4, 1979, Iranian militants
seized the United States embassy in
Tehran along with itS occupants, and
demanded the ousted Shah of Iran as
ransom.
In 1922, the entrance to King
Tutankhamen's tomb was discovered in
Egypt.
In 1944, the World War II allies announced that Greece had been completely liberated from the Nazis.
Ten years ago, the United Nations
General Assembly called for a 90-day
cease-fire in the Middle East.
Five years ago, Federal Reserve
Board chief Arthur Burns said he still
was not convinced that the need was
clear for federal financial aid to New
York City, which was on the brink of
default.
Today's birthdays: CUS News anchorman Walter Cronkite is 64 years
old, Actor Art Carney is 62.
Thought for today: Political eleCtions
area good deal like marriages: there's
no accounting for anyone's taste. —
Will Rogers, American humorist, 18791935.
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After Long, Steady
Climb, Notre Dame
Reaches Top Position

David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger & Times
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Racers' Loss To EKU
Can Be Explained
As the subject that has had some people asking how it
coulchhave happened,there are several ways in which the
Murray State loss to Eastern Kentucky Saturday can be
construed before it should be filed away, only to be recalled in the instant future on otherwise still occasions:
.- No matter how healthy the Racers were for the first
time all year and even with MSU coach Mike Gottfried's
assuredness his team was well prepared, the nation's no.1
team had one of those afternoons when the team it played
could do nothing wrong.
..- Never underestimate the importance of which team
takes the early leads especially when a Homecoming
crowd is in the background
Between two almost equal teams, it makes all the difference in who controls the pace fol.- the rest of the game,
as long as the execution remains intact.
.-Do not think for a moment that those men in the white
shirts with black stripes are not human or that they do not
know the little ways a team can clamp onto the momentum and ride it the rest of the way.
Whereas it may have been viewed by some as just one of
those calls a home team will have in the normal course of
events and even though there may have been justification
for it, the first quarter pass interference call at Murray
State's I-yard line prevented the Racers right then from
being able to sustain a comeback in the last three
quarters.
.-Now that the possible explanations for Murray State
have almost been exhausted, there are a few that should
be considered as glimpses that this team is in trouble.
...For the second straight week, the MSU team was
devoid of the emotion it had had until the Akron game.
There could have been a method to this appearance, as
Gottfried may have been trying to keep blood pressures
down after the preliminary fireworks by Eastern coach
Roy Kidd. ,
....This is not a hefty Murray State'team, a factor that
helped it through the early games but may be making the
difference in a yard or two on each down as the season
takes its wear and tear.
Now, Gottfried has tried to play everybody as often as
he could, so there is no plausible reason for the Racers to
be tiring. Besides, they did not give up in the second half
when faced with a 17-0 deficit even after second quarter
drives had stalled.
The most likely, but most unmentionable,explanation is
that Murray State needed the loss.
There could not have been another game on the
schedule that scared the MSU coaching staff more,and all
that talk last week (in this space, as-well) that Murray
State was ready to prove finally how good it was could only go so far.
This is still one potent football team, with quarterback
Gino Gibbs turning into the leader everyone had hoped;
with a corps of receivers that shoulebe keeping the
defenses busy enough for Nick Nance and Lindsey
Hudspeth ( when he returns fulltimel to thrash and weave
their way through the leftover holes.
As much as everyone would have liked to see a win over
Eastern, to put Kidd's streak of accusations at a rest, the
last two games are no less nor any more important than
they have been all season — simply speaking,they remain
the only two the Racers need to carry their hopes farther.
An undefeated season would have been the guarantee
that Murray State will be going to the Division I-AA
playoffs. But even a share of the Ohio Valley Conference
title, earned by a win over the other titleholder, and last
year's appearance with mostly the same players back
should be enough enticement for a return trip.
As Eastern proved, it is not going to be easy. But has anthing worth achieving ever been easy?
The appetite grows even more for these last two games,
against'two very dangerous offensive teams in Austin
Peay and Western Kentucky.
The Governors just finished running up more points on
Akron than anyone has all year, while Western has shown
the most consistency of all the OVC teams in its eight wins
without a loss.

Is Your
"Cash Flow"
Becoming
"Cash Drain?"
Through /Elna's Commercial Account Billing
System (CABS), you can pay your insurance
premiums either monthly or quarterly, with only a
small finance charge. And since /Etna bills you
directly, our agency can spend more time servic.
ing and advising you on your business insurance
program.
Call our agency today to find out all the advantages of CABS. Featuring convenient monthly or
quarterly -pay-as-you-go- business insurance.

Think Positive. Think /Etna. Think...
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NOT A TOTALLY FUTILE DAY — Murray State defensive tackle Rick -Linpher (81) sends Eastern Kentucky's Nick
Yeast(25)flying in the Racers' 24-14.

By JAMES LITKE
Al'Sports Writer
Notre Dame's Fighting
Irish, climbing slowly but
steadily through the ranks,
finally reached the penthouse,
moving into the No.1 spot in
the Associated Press college
football poll.
"It's a great achievement
for the players. They've overcome a lot of adversity and
we've had a lot of injuries,"
Coach Dan Devine said Monday. "But this team has great
character. They've worked
hard and they deserve the
honor."
Notre Dame, unbeaten in
seven outings after manhandling Navy 33-0 last Saturday,
entered last weekend in the
No.3 spot behind Alabama and
UCLA.

But Mississippi State halted
the Crimson Tide, 6-3, for the
first time this season — a feat
which vaulted Mississippi
State into the 19th ranking —
and just hours later, Arizona
overcame the unbeaten
Bruins 23-17.
Notre Dame, the l9i naHowser, his dignity woundBoston Red Sox, as third base
coach. He would replace Mike ed, naturally struck back but tional champion, polled 47
firstplace votes and a total of
Ferraro, who had irritated the without venom.
1,281 points while Georgia,
owner by sending Willie RanThe impression is that Steindolph home in the second brenner would like to fire undefeated in eight starts
playoff game only to be cut Howser, replacing him with after a 13-10 win over South
Carolina, received 15 first
down at the plate.
General Manager Gene
Hawser. defended Ferraro, Michael, but wouldprefer that place votes and moved into seas did most of people who Howser resign, thus negating cond place. The loss dropped
know baseball. Steinbrenner the final two years of a the-Gamecocks to No.15.
Florida State took the third
went ahead and made over- lucrative contract.
tures to Zinuner. Howser read
spot by demolishing Tulsa 45Howser, whose Yankees 2; Southern California jumped
it in the paper. That got
Howser's dander up. Shouldn't won 103 games, is a low-key, from seventh to No.4 by
gentlemanly field general, wrecking California, 60-7, and
he, the manager, be consulted
Nebraska climbed to fifth with
when such an important tearir respected as a man of class.
decision is made?
He doesn't fit Steinbrenner's a 38-16 win over Missouri.
Not necessarily, replied mold. Only one active Oncebeaten Ohio State, moved.
Steinbrenner, and then the manager does
—
a up to No.7 after a 48-16 win
fireworks began. George ac- pugnacious, brassy, unbroken over Michigan State, while
cused Howser of trying to test bronc named Billy Martin. Alabama fell to sixth and
him and added, "We're not Make a note of it. Some day UCLA to No.8.
Pittsburgh, a 43-6 victor
quite ready for Dick Bowser to Billy will be back managing
start Tzunning the Yankees the Yankees, and George will over Syracuse, jumped from
totally."
be feudin' and fightin' and No.11 to ninth, and Penn State
It was over-reaction.
climbed into tenth place in
lovin' every minute of it.

Yankee Manager Hanging On Limb

Steinbrenner Slapping Howser Around
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
There' is an apocryphal
story of the bridegroom who,
upon leaving the church after
his wedding, suddenly turned
on the bride and gave her a
sharp whack across the cheek.
The minister was flabbergasted. The guests were
awestricken. The. bride was so
shaken she' didn't know
whether to cry or run.
-Why?" sobbed the bride,
marshalling enough composure to inquire.
"That's for doing nothing,"
snapped the bridegroom.
"Now, be careful."
The anecdote is descriptive
of the bizarre shenanigans
now taking place in the executive quarters of the prosperous New York Yankees,
presided over by the iron boss,
George Steinbrenner II.
In effect, George has given
his rookie manager Dick
Howser a rap on the knuckles,
demeaned him • in the public
press, summoned him to a

Florida inquisition, twirled
him around as if he were a yoyo and left him swinging in the
wind.
"Why?" people are asking
incredulously.
If Steinbrenner wished to
fire Bowser — as he did Bill
Virdon, Bob Lemon and Billy
Martin — why not go ahead
and do it, making it quick and
merciful.
But, no, all the dirty linen —
and it's really not as dirty as it
sounds — must be hung on the
public clothesline to dry.
it is an intolerable position
for Howser. Already branded
an inept manager, he can remain pilot of the Yankees only
if he is willing to go to the boss
with hat in hand and a bag of
ready "yes,sir, yes sirs."
It all started rather innocuously.
George, chagrined that his
Yankees should be swept in
three straight by the Kansas
City Royals in the playoffs,
decided he wanted to hire Don
Zimmer, ousted skipper of the

It was the first time ',arming
and Daniels had completed a
course beyond the marathon
distance of 26.2 miles.
"I really felt great after it
was over," Lanning said about
become an ultra-marathon
runner. "I did not really expect to do anything like that.
"Up to 50 miles, I was feeling good. The rest of the way,
everything ached from my
feet to my neck to my
shoulders and arms."
Laming also said that the
weather was perfect for the
race, with the high around 60
and the low about 38 degrees.
• Lanning said the finish
should definitely put him in
the top 10 for runners over 50.

Soccer League Champs
Decided Over Weekend
The Murray-Calloway Soccer League's Lower and Upper Division ended their
seasons during the past week,
as the Sting and the Chiefs
earned the respective championships.
The Lower Division ended
its season with a postseason
tournament, with
the
semifinals played Saturday
and the championship game
on Sunday.
In two bare knuckle
semifinals,the Fury got by the
Cosmos, 1-0, as Jason Sammons scored the winning goal
and Kenny Grace got the
shutout while the Sting
outlasted the Aztecs, 2-I, in triple overtime when Brett
Christensen scored the game
winner.

Mike Fulton had the Sting's
other goal while Gregdry
Gilbert scored for the Aztecs.
In the championship game,
the Sting won another tight
game, 2-1, as Brad Schroader

and Mike Fulton outscored
Eric Hogancamp.
The Sting, the Fury and the
Aztecs have been invited to
play a youth team from
Paducah. The game with the
Aztecs will be played Saturday, November 8, at 10 a.m. at
Robertson School.
In the Upper Division, the
Cosmos beat the Chiefs, 2-0, on
Thursday as Jim Alsop and
Rick Grogan scored and Jeff
Summerville got the shutout.
On Sunday, the Cosmos
scored another shutout,
shared by Summerville and
Mark Whitaker, over the
Rowdies as Mitch Grogan had
one and Ward Simmons had
two of the team's three goals.
In the other game Sunday.
the Sting edged the Aztecs, 1-0,
as Arthur Wulff got the score
and Ken Mikulcik the shutout.
Despite its closing wins, the
Coarnow finished in second,
one point behind the Chiefs, in
the final regular Season standings,

from No.13 after a 27-12 win
over Miami.
"It's great, but we still have
to play Georgia Tech this
week," said Devine.
"However, I don't Think we'll
suffer a letdown. We've been
through too much already."
Notre Dame began this
season in the No.11 spot and
rolled to a 31-10 victory over
Purdue in the opener to make
it up seventh. But the Irish
were idle the following week,
slipping to eighth, and a
chaotic, last-second win over
Michigan — on a 51-yard field
goal by Harry Oliver — merely moved them back to No.7.
When Michigan State succumbed, Notre Dame remained entrenched in seventh, but
the win cost it the services of
Phil Carter, then second
among the nation's groundgainers, for the next four
- games.
After beating Miami, Notre
Dame clambered into fifth,
and snuck into fourth the next
week by whipping Army.
When Arizona fell in a road
game, the Irish were ranked
third, poised and ready to
strike.
"It's nice to be No.1," concluded Devine, "but when it
comes right down to it, it
doesn't count until after the
season."
Elsewhere, Oklahoma moved up five spots to No.11 with a
41-7 pounding of ,North
Carolina, which slipped to
No.14; Michigan climbed six
spots
to
No.I2
by
whitewashing Indiana 35-0;
Brigham Young advanced to
No.13 by destroying Texas-El
Paso 83-7; Baylor, dropped to
No.16 by losing its first, 30-22
to San Jose State; Purdue
climbed to No.17 by whipping
Northwestern 52-31; Southern
Methodist inched up one to 18
with a 27-0 blanking of Texas
A&M,and Florida cracked the
Top 29 by topping Auburn 2110.
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Lanning, Daniels Exceed
60 Miles In 12 Hours
MEMPHIS —
Having
become Murray's most prolific marathon runner in the
50-and-over age bracket, Murray State professor Dr. Adam
Laming reached another
plateau during the past
weekend as he and MSU
senior Bill Daniels completed
a 12-hour run in 62.2 and 64.7
miles, respectively.
Lanning and Daniels, who
finished fifth and fourth,
respectively, among the 21
finishers out of the 25 starters,
followed their strategy for the
grueling attempt by running
three-fourths of a mile and
walking the other fourth. tanning said he averaged nine
minutes running and 15 walking.
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Pruitt In Disbelief Of Room For 56-Yarder

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Imes

Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
BOXING
LOS ANGELI-IS API - Boxer Johnny
Owen of Males who never regained consciousness after being knocked out by
Lope Pinter on Sept 19, died at California Hospital Medical Center
Owen. 24. had undergone., brain
surgery twice after his Ill, to champion
Pintor of Mexico City in their World Boxing Council bantamweight title bout at
the Olympic A uditon um.
CYCLING
MEXICO CITY AP - Danish cyclist
Heins Hew* Oersted broke the world
professional record for five kilometers
• three MAN I, covering the a)sta nee in 5
minutes. 3-01: seconds at the Olympic
Velodrome
TENNIS
HONG KONG API - Francisco(.un.

NFL Standings
By The Asmented Press
Americas] Conference
East
W L T •Pel. Pr' PA
New England
7 2
778 154 187
Buffalo
6 3 0 667 93 151
5 0.556 191 103
Baltimore
Miami
4 5
444 Ill 177
N Y Jets
2 7
.222 152 212
Central
Cleveland
6 3
667 201 180
Hand.
6 3
667 157 144
Rastas-0
5 4
556 '418 191
lancumati
3 6
.333 122 IS
West
(eakloid
6 3
867 231 202
667 272 184
San Diego
6 3
Denver
4 5
444 lee 87
Kansan CM
4 5
444 169
Seattle
4 5
414 165 198
National Conference
East
Philadelphia
8 1 0 889 Zit 114
Dallas
7 2 0 778 255 157
St lows
3 6 0 10 181 187
Washington
3 6 0 331 177 173
N Y Giants
1 8 0 111 II) 264
Central
Detroit
6 3 0 567 210 154
Tampa Bay
4 4 1 500 153 176
Minnesota
4 5 0 444 144 181)
Green Bay
3 5 1 389 CO 144
Chicago
3 6 0 111 134 151
West
Atlanta
6 3 0 667 231 162
los Angeles
6
0 667 10 179
San Frialasto 3 6 0 333 197 270
New Orkratu
0 9 0 000 147 276
Sunday's Games
Atlanta 30, Buffalo 14
Haltuncre 31, Kansas (Sty 24
Ffittsbirgh 22, Green Bay 20
Tampa Hay 30. New York Giants 13
San Diego 31, rinannati 11
Detroit 17. San Francisco 13 •
Willis 27, atoms 24
Houston 20, Denver 16
Oakland 16, %HMI 10
Struesula 39, Washington 14
lain Angeles 45, New Orleans 31
New England 34. New York Jets 21
Philadelphia 27, Seattle 20
Moaday's Game
CleveLand 27, Chango 21
Sioday, Nov. 9
Dallas at New York Giants
Pittsbtrien at Tampa Bay
Washington at Chang°
San Franusto vs Green Bay at Milwaukee, We
Atlanta at &tows
Cleveland at Baltunure
Detroit at Minnesota
Buffalo at New York Jets
Ciaionnati at Oakland
Denver at San Diego
Kansas (Sty at Seattle
MI81111 at len Angeles
Philadelphia at New 01
rs
Monday, Nov. 10
New Erwjand at Houston

tale: of Puerto Rico upset seventh.
seeded Buster Mottram. of Britain. 6.3.
-02 in the first round of the Hong Kong
I ran.Classit
Jinuny Connors paled out of the el./11,
petition after learning Ns mother was
In other first-round action, Janie
of Chile eliminated Chris Delaney
6-4, 7-5, Peter Fleming ousted
Australian Geoff Masters 6-2, 6-4. and
Tim Gullikson sidelined Dick Stockton 76,6-2
In women's competition. topreeded
Wendy Turnbull of Australia whipped
Marianne Colville 6-1, 6-1. third-seeded
Sharon Walsh beat Belinda Thompson of
Brian) 6-4, 6-3, and fifthseeded
Australian Susan Leo defeated Cathy
Fink 6.1.6.3
BASEBALL
ST LOUIS ( AP)- George Brett of the
Kansas City Royals, Steve Stone of the
Baltimore Orioles and Mike Schmidt and
Steve Carlton of the Philadelphia
Phillies were announced as the 1980

Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
lop Twenty Wait. us the Associated Preis college football poll, with firstplace votes in part/WINES, •I,
A.011*S
records and total points. Points based on
34'19-18-17-16-15-14-13-13-11-1044-7 444-3-21.Notre Daine (471
744
840
2.Geor87ui 115)
8-1-0
3.Flonda Mate ID
4.So. Califorrua )1) 6-41
7-1.0
5.Nebraska
6.Alabama
7-1.0
7 ONo State 1
7-1.0
8 U11.1
6-1.0
9 Pittsbtrgh
1-1-0
10 Penn State
7-1-0
11 Oldahana
5-24
12.Michigan
6-2,0
13 FIngha.rn Young
7-1.0
7-14
14.North Carolina
6-20
15Sodh Carolina
Ifitfumylor
7-1-0
17 Purdue
624
6-24
18So Metlarhst
7-20
19.Mississippi State
6-1-0
3.1 Florida

1281
1238
LOA
1,077
1,025
966
908
867
812
717
612
420
395
357
354
335
260
242
339
138

Prep Poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. LAP, -- Here are
the top One schools in each class of Kin
hairy high school football, with firstpLai)
votes in parentheses, records and total
points Jefferson Camay 4-A
1 lou Moore )81
10-0 97
9-1 92
2. Jou Truuty )2)
3. Lou Bishop David
9-1 79
4 Lou St. Xavier
112 71
5. fru Butler
.8-2 56
State Class 4-A
94 120
1. bsadueah Tilghman 112)
2. Owensboro
9-1 97
3. Ashlwal
8-3 Lei
4. Bowling Green
9-2 81
Madisun Central
9-2 46
Clow 3-A
I. Newport 181
114 116
2. Woodford County 131
140 110
3. Ft Thomas Highlands
9-1 90
4. Union County (1)
8-2 87
3. Danville
73 33
Clan 2-A
1. Fort Campbell 7)
104 114
2. Mayhekt 13)
9-1 107
Bardstown (2)
10.0 95
4. Glasgow
101 89
5 Pikeville
9.1 55
(lam I-A
1. Owen Ciainty ill)
8,1 119
2. Piuntsville II i
7-2 91
3. (timberland
9-1 90
4. Rumellville
7-2 73
3. Paris
5.5 29

baseball award winners by The Spurting
News,a weekly publication.
Brett and Stone were selected, respectively as the player and pitcher at the
year in the American League In the Na11011B1 League. Schmidt was selected the
1980 player and Carlton the pitcher
The selections were made through a
poll of the players in each league with
244 Al, players and 168 NI, players participating
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK AP -- David Thompum
of the Denver Nuggets was named
Player of the Week by the National
Basketball Association
Thompson scored 13 points m a victory
over the Seattle Supersonics, and 31 in
beating the too Angeles takers, 15 in the
fuurth quarter Against LA he tied the
game on a jump shot with 30 seconds left
and won the game on two free throws
with two seconds left. He averaged 30 7
points and 5 7 reboundseluring the week

NBA Standings
Be The Assualsted Press
Eastera Conference
dined, Dlyision
• I.
Pet. GB
9
2
.818
Phaadelitua
New York
7
2
778
1
Boston
6
4
600
22
New Jersey
5
8
385
5
Wcwhington
9
182
7
2
Central Winos]
Mawaiikee
11
2
846
Indiana
8
4
.667
2-2
Atlanta
5
6
.155
5
Chicago
4
7
.344
6
4 10
Cleveland
.286
7'2
10
fel
Detroit
9
1
Western Conference
Midwest Division
San Antonio
10
3
7611
Utah
2'2
Houston
4
5
444
4
Kansas City.
5
5
8
.385
Denver
4
7
.304
5
Dallas
2 10
.167
712
Pacific Division
Phoenix
10
1
.909
Los Angeles
9
3
750
1'2
7
Golden State
5
.563
3'2
6
8
Seattle
129
5'2
"
Portland
4
7
364
6
San Diego
3
7
..10
6'2
Monday's Game
Seattle 118, Cleveland 83

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
NEW YORK YANKESS-Acquired
Mike Morgan,pitcher,from the Oakland
A's in exchange for Fred Stanley, infielder, and a player lobe named later
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
KANSAS CITY KINGS -Received
Atlanta's 1981 second-round draft choice
and $50,000 as compensation for the
Hawks'signing of Tom Burleson, center.
Announced the retirment of Jo Jo White,
guard.
Women's Basketbadl League
DAL1.AS DIAMONDS-Suspended
Cathy McCurdy, Joanette Bootle and
Joanie French. Waived Jeannie Stevenson, Rosie Lewis. Signed Stacy Rhoades,
forward.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW
ENGLAND
PATRIOTS-Reactivated Tom Owen,
quarterback. Placed Steve McMichael,
defensive tackle. on the injured reserve
list.
TAMPA
BAY
BUCCANEERS-Resigned _Rik Bonness,
linebacker.

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP SportaWrIter
CLEVELAND(AP) — Mike
Pruitt says he nearly stopped
to pinch himself when he saw
all that room in front of him.
His 56-yard fourth-period
run Monday night put
Cleveland up 27-14, and the
Browns held on to defeat the
Chicago Bears 27-21 in a National Football League game.
"I hadn't seen open field like
that in eight games," said
Pruitt, who finished with 129
yards on 27 rushes. "I didn't
know whether to run, or stop
and say, 'Where is
everybody?"
Pruitt swept around the
right side on the third-and-1
play from the Cleveland 44yard line, broke one tackle
and scampered untouched the
rest of the way.
"We were in our goal-line
defense, our 6-2, which we're
not often in at midfield. We

felt it was an important situation," explained Bears Coach
Neill Armstrong. "When you
break a tackle in that spot, you
can go all the way."
Pruitt's performance complemented the superb Browns'
passing attack engineered by
quarterback Brian Sipe.
The 31-year-old veteran used eight receivers to complete
23 of 39 attempts for 298 yards,
surpassing the legendary Otto
Graham as the greatest
passer in Browns' history.
Sipe finished the game with
13,534 career yards, to 13,499
for Graham.
But Sipe took a while getting
untracked, tossing a pair of
first-half interceptions that
helped hold the Browns' edge
at intermission to 10-0, despite
an 18-2 advantage -in first
downs and a total offense edge
of 241-62.
"We got a little impatient in
the first half," said lirowns

cent success rate, scored only
39 points in the second half
picked
Basketball Association game while yielding 68, and
played Monday. "It was just up just three steals and 11
assists.
one of those nights."
For Seattle, it was all good
Cleveland hit just 36 of 117 news. Captain Fred Brown led
field goal attempts, a 30.8 per- a third-quarter blitz that turned a six-point Seattle lead
halfway through it to a 24point bulge at the buzzer.
The Sonics outscored the
Cavs 37-19 in the period, with
8, at Racer Arena,
Grades 1-2 will hold their Brown gunning in 14 as the
tryout at 1 p.m., with grades 3- Sonics hit 74 percent of their
mostly
inside.
shots,
4 following at 2 p.m.
said after the Cavaliers were
thrashed in the lone National

Little Racer Tryouts Saturday
Tryouts for the Little
Racers basketball ball handling and dribbling team will be
held this Saturday, November

••••••••r

FREE DELIVERY
BV4..

Ircarl

late
HWAY

IS OUR SPECIALITY!
+PLUS +
*15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions
*Complete Insurance & Tax Records
*Emergency Service Provided
Locally Owned & Operated
Bob Dunn RPH — Bill Hewlett RPH
38

HOLLAND DRUGS
BAST SIDI Or CT.SO.- DOWNTOWN MURRAY 733-1462

ST COPY AVAILABLE

17-yard touchdown pass less
than three minutes later.
Pruitt's 56-yarder again
gave
Cleveland
some
breathing room, and they
needed it as Earl hauled in a 6yard touchdown pass froni
Evans with 37 seconds to play.
Chicago's onside kick,
however, was covered by the
Browns.

•

Austin Peay Denies Leaving OVC
CLARKSVILLE,
Tenn,
(API — The president of
Austin Peay State University
denied reports the institution
was about to end its affiliation
with the Ohio Valley Conference to become a Gulf
South member.
Dr. Robert 0. Riggs said
Monday a story to that effect
last weekend in an Alabama
newspaper was untrue.
"We plan to be in the OVC

next year and it is our desire
to continue in this fine conference," Riggs said in a
prepared statement.
Martin Harmon, Austin
Peay sports information
director, said school admuustrators were awaiting
the results of an ad hoc study
by state officials which would
define the role of college
athletics during a tight money
period.

"The only reason we contacted the Gulf South at all,"
Harmon said in a telephone interview, "was to see what
their situation was with
scholarships and budgeting. It
was strictly an exploratory
contact."
Austin Peay's football team,
which has run its winning string to four straight games, is
5-3 overall and 3-2 in the OVC.

Four Teams Keep No. 1 Rankings, Shakeup In 4-A
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Four teams kept their top
rankings in The Associated
Press high school football
polls, but there was a big
Shakeup in Jefferson County
Class 4-A,

rendered the fifth slot to Dan- of Paris, the team that whipIn state Class 4-A, Simpson last week while
ville.
ped them 37-0 last weekend.
Owensboro is now 9-1; Mayfield, 9-1, overwhelmed
Rankings were unchanged
'That victory gave Paris the Ashland is 8-3; while Bowling Calda•ell County 42-7.
in Class 2-A, with Fort CampRegion 2, District 1 title — the Green and Madison Central
Bardstown, also 10-0, beat
bell on top, followed by first for
the Greyhounds since are 9-2 each.
Nelson County and Glasgow,
Mayfield, Bardstown, 1974.
Newport's record climbed to
10-1, trimmed Allen County.
Glasgow and Pikeville.
Moore picked up its 10th win 11-0 after beating Covington Pikeville, 9-1,
scored an imLouisville Moore was rated
Owen County drew the top without a loss by rolling over Holmes 40-0. Woodford County
pressive 45-20 victory over
No. 1, replacing Louisville spot in Class A, with Paint- Louisville Stuart while Trinity smothered North Bullitt 51-20
Morgan County,
Bishop David, which was sville, Cumberland and- conquered Bishop David for a for its 10th win without a loss.
following-irt that 9-1 Worksheet. It was Bishop Fort Thomas Highlands is 9-1;
upset • over the -weekend by
In Class A, °Wen County is'
Louisville Trinity.
order — the same positions David's first defeat in 10 Union County is 8-2 and Dan- 8-1; Paintsville is 8-2;
Richmond
week.
ville is 7-3.
is
Cumberland
9-1;
outings. Butler's record
Trinity moved into the se- they held last
Fort Campbell, now 10-0, Russellville 7-2 and Paris is 5cond slot, followed by Bishop Madison, however, was drop- stands at 8-2 after losing to
hung a 16-7 loss on: Franklin- 5.
David, while Louisville St. ped from the fifth spot in favor Louisville Doss.
Xavier advanced from fifth to
fourth. The sportswriters and
sportscasters
dropped
Louisville Butler from third to
fifth in the poll released Monday.
TOKYO (API — Sadaharu American major leagues with his fame in Sept. 1977, when he fade sharply to 295 feet at the
surpassed Aaron's lifetime foul lines.
Paducah Tilghman, with a Oh, the Japanese slugger who 755.
The 40-year-old Oh said at a. home run record.
Oh compiled a lifetime bat9-0 record, continued to belted more home runs than
dominate the state Class 4-A, anyone else who ever swung a news conference he had decidMost comparisons of the two ting average of .302, won his
collecting all 12 first-place professional baseball bat, an- ed to quit because "both hitters have noted, however, league's home run crown 15
nounced today that he was spiritually and physically, I
times, grabbed three triple
votes from the pollsters.
that Oh was hitting in smaller
retiring after 22 seasons.
have hit a wall."
ballparks than • the former crowns, was elected Most
Owensboro was placed seThe Giants said Oh would
Valuable Player tune times
Milwaukee and Atlanta
cond, but Ashland 'jumped
The Yomiuri Giants star continue with the organization
and led the Giants to nine
from fifth to third. Bowling
bows out of the game with 868 ass coach.
Braves star, and against straight pennants between
Green held on to the fourth home runs, a record that has
Oh, who joined the weaker pitching. Korakuen 1965 and 1973.
spot while Madison Central earned him comparisons with
Tokyobased Giants in 1959 Stadium in Tokyo, Oh's home
He was Japan's highest-paid
fell from third to fifth.
Hank Aaron, the all-time right out of high school as a park, measures 394 feet to athlete in any sport earning
In Class 3-A, unbeaten home run champion of the pitcher, reached the peak of center field and the fences some 8850 million last year.
Newport held off a strong
challenge from Woodford
County to set the pace in the
,060:1
61,..0001AA1,i4u4N,w
division while Fort Thomas
vtive.._%_%%"
0.
7: •
""
""
N%N
_ ,tv4, 010
,
ztZNN ‘sigassk•••%%% m"
e
Highlands again placed third._
Z4'1
t.oe
"evemffis.`‘
Union County was fourth but
Franklin-Simpson
sur-

Oh Retires From Baseball At 40

Let Gibson's Fill
Your Freezer Now!

Cavaliers Could Not Have Found Ocean
SEATTLE (AP)
Cleveland
Coach
Bill
Musselman summed it up for
his Cavaliers after his team's
embarrassing 118-83 loss to
the Seattle SuperSonics.
"We couldn't throw it in the
ocean tonight," Musselman

Coach Sam Rutigliano. "Our
Chicago quarterback Vince
quarterback was throwing to Evans spotted Robin Earl for
a 24-yard gain, then scramblthem,and it hurt us."
Cleveland got a 23-yard field ed 12 yards to set up his own 7goal from Lion Cockroft and a yard touchdown run.
The Browns bounced back
4-yard touchdown reception
from Reggie Rucker in the on Pruitt's 1-yard score midfirst half, and Cockroft added way through the final period,
a 92-yarder in the third period but Chicago made it inbefore the Bears finally got on teresting, 20-14, when Evans
found Brian Baschnagel for a
the board

Cleveland could connect on
just 32 percent.
Seattle center Jack Sikma
added 23 points and 13 rebounds for the game while
teammate James Bailey grabbed as many boards and
poured home 18 points. Guard
Vinnie Johnson dished out
eight assists for the Sonics.
In the fourth period, with the
Seattle lineup studded with
reserves, the Sonics ran the
lead to 38 before settling for
the final margin of victory.
Sonics Coach Lenny Wilkens
played rookie guard Bill
Hanzlik for 22 minutes, watching him score a career-high
14 points. New guard Rudy
White, signed the same day,
also saw action for Seattle and
had six points and three
assists in 12 minutes.
Wilkens added White to the
team's roster before the game
to Picklip the slack for the injured Paul Westphal.
"I wasn't surprised that
White did well," Wilkens said.
"He's a veteran, he pushed the
ball up the floor well."
Said White: "I've been watching the Sonics for a long
time, I'm glad I've got the
chance to play with them."
The Sonics were playing
without starting forward and
cocaptain Lonnie Shelton, who
was
suspended
for
disciplinary reasons by
Wilkens for two games.
"I just didn't feel Lonnie's
head was in the game, but he's
a good player and we need
him," Wilkens said.
Roger Phegley scored 14
points to pace the Cavaliers.
Forward Kenny Carr contributed 13 points and nine rebounds.
Musselman said his big forward, Mike Mitchell, has
never shot as poorly as he did
Monday — hitting just five of
32 shots for 15.6 percent. Mitchell had been averaging 24.4
points and shooting 48.6 percent.
The game was played before
11,723 fans,the smallest crowd
in the two years the Sonics
have played in the Kingdoine.
They led the league in attendance last season.
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CHECK THESE FREEZER SPECIALS

y)

Purple Hull

P
Pork Loin
Pork Ribs
Cheese
Beef

20lb

easFIRST COME FIRST SERVE, LIMITED SUPPLY

•
•
•

$1529
•
•

Sliced Into Chops

Lb $1 39
Lb.

Sliced

$1 19

•
•
•

$570
3lb.

•
•
•
•
•

Ground

$1 52
Lb.

100% Pure Ground

Beef Patties

Lb. $1 57

t;225Lb
• to

3251.13.

Sides Of Choice Beef
Guaranteed Tender .5 1 37
18

°
0

•

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing
•
•
•

GIBSON HAM CO.

,
i
•
•
• 107 N. 3rd St.
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Hours:

7:00-5:00 Mon.-Fri.
7:00-12:00 Sat.

•

Phone 753-1601
•
•

•
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STORE HOURS
MON-SAT. 9:00-9:00
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Have A Field Day With These....

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

Sporting GoodsSavings

UNCLE LEE WILL NO'

BE UNDER SOLD

SPORTING GOODS
OLYMPIC PLAZA, MURRAY

Prices Good Oct. 31 thru Nov. 9th
Remington

Hampshire

WADERS

BIG GAME
REPEATING RIFLE

i
r
0

No 954 0
Sow.Tuff 3-P11 Booi
Fool Wader

r ruble 'van,rnsulatel txxl
It steer Shaft hard
aps and molded heels
,ep
'leers
• .arn tosuraled cushion

tor

MOOfl. 742 - "Woodmaster"
AUTOMATIC - 5-Shot
'Vending bolt strength w,th 3 nnes of steel surrounding tne cartridge head Ohre honed metal t.n.sh pruS
.0011n4 on interior parts 01 DtPont tenon S 4 snot rernwable clip magazine 22.111 barrel Cowmeni
bolt release and positive cross bolt safely Receiver drilled and tapped lot scope mounts Detachable ramped
front soghl with Itat laced toff bead Detachable rear sight ri adiustable for bondage and eleuation by precise
stepless ramp Black tipped tapered forend •Merican walnut stock and tore end are protected by DuPont Rh Se
tinrsh Checkered in skip line pattern White spacers at gip and lore-end length of pull I 30,in drop at heel
7S in drop at comb I 5'8 m

- DOVE/QUAIL -

loatOCI non slip
Lies and
nate Guard

kemington

SHOT SHELLS

0Q12-8- 12 Ga.
DQ16-8- 12 Ga.
DQ20-8 - 12 Ga.

elimInates

at boot top
has reinforcing
.hber chating strap Iron,
',rich to boot tOp
urge rubber lined inside

neat

Sale

%I

Box

Warn

, wire! raga

- RABBIT/SQUIRREL -

2229"

30-06
U. L Reg. $269.95

snal)

$379

U. L. Reg. $54.99

Sale

RS-12-6 - 12 Ga.

Box

Deluxe

Reminackit

WOODMASTER

- DUCK/PHEASANT HERMAN

Boots and shoes that never say die.

HUNTERS
COAT
by

•.?

Triple layer
down, filled
coat with
'•
hood.
"C•
Designed
c,p
for hunting
OD green.

BOOTS

MALLARD
DECOYS

FLOATER GOOSE

$288

Premed-

Carrylite

GLOVES

DECOYS

warm acry.ic shell is COvennd on
paim ringers and thumb eerfr Hob Nob•
piast.c dots Venus • lining UN
warmth Full webbed In,, 0. rr

graatar protection
1452-Unowerbral

Sire /Men,

U. L. Reg.
$3.79

Sale

29
ItirtuR
BOOTS

off
Stearns

• POLY RUBBER process
• Brown cotton lined
Tempered steel shank
• Available in whole sizes 6-13

RAINWEAR

Model 5600
U. L Reg. $41.99

6-s001 tubular magas.* app.. orl trOs lir MN.0a lenge, cf.y. Or.r,C. black ralnur stook Min
Groore• ban.
liutect Iamb and mulin alar-Snrein• 'man .10,ualabre 01009 seem bucknorn
Scan band
sron bras* 0080 and rarnoman•
rear tarn,
gold Malec, Weal urgam tapped fOr reserver WI and scope mount OW
blued metal aur•
or
hantinett spur
1.1.0. LA* -

*Ore

.ores nour

for

Sale 119

U. L Reg.
$139.95

J.B.Holden

IRONSIGHTER
'SEE-THRU'

Doz.

SCOPE MOUNTS
Iremilbtoe holds your one inch diameter scope whole io
you and unequaled view ol your rifle Simon sights No need to
flip or swine you, scope (EP set includes mounting screws
alien wrench and a complete set ol easy to follOw instructtons

Plaatie Silhouette Field Shells
Folding 3-D goose silhouette made of
heavy grade plastic, detailed with such
a feather-like appearance that when it is
spread open it gives an incredible appearance of depth and appearance. Complete with two-piece spreader stakes.
Sentry and feeder heads in each carton

sure grip

2

$R1188

Model 5590
U. L Reg. $79.99

Sale 'J'J

GRIPPER,
.
GLOVE

CHAMOIS
SHIRTS

R.
tone Win 0 iUV,

Floaters
Lifelike construction with true-to-life
colors and appearance. Patented aqua
keel uses water as ballast; reduces
carrying and shipping weights.

Sale

Sunshine Mountain

ritt

HUNTING SOCK
Reg. $3.99

HIGH POWER
RIFLES
MOM{CARBINE

Carrylite

U. L.

sale$249"

30-06
U. L. Reg. $299.95

Doz.

Wigwam

Acrylic Medium weight Foot Hugger uAth
Nylon core yarns 14" length Sizes: M 9-11.
L 11-13. XL 13-15 Color: White foot. Grey
leg with Blaze Orange top and ankle stripe.

sale$3488

)0

Sale

MODEL 742B01.- Deluge "Woodmaster"
AUTOMATIC - 5-Shot
features basket weave theckenne on American walnut stair and lore-end
protected et DuPont Re Pr 1.110
Monte Carlo stock with cheek piece Step Ken*/ is the ult,rnate in deluee
design WT.te spacers on grip and
end Plus au the regular features of the standard model MP

Marlin

$2200

PHEASANT 60% Wool, 20% Nylon, 20%

Poiyester Quilted Linging
Full Length. Covered, Two Way Zipper
Corduroy Collar
Knit Cuffs Inside Sleeves
Take Up Tabs at Waist
Hand Warmer Pockets
It ,, Leg Opening Zippers
Available in Sizes: S. M, L, XL

11A

U. L. Reg. $26.99

Sale

CAMO COVERALLS

ffe

4988

lir

M4E

$

U. L. Reg. $59.99

Game Winner - Insulated

U. L Reg.
$44.99

totostio

G&H

Model 7315
Model 7314

,

Sale $479
Box

Waterproof

U. L Reg. $988/
$89.99
Sale

••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DP-12-6 - 12 Ga.
DP-16-6 12 Ga.
DP-20-6 - 12 Ga.

SURVIVORS

Goose Down

U. L Reg.$10.39

$

Sale

Sale

ih,p

v

SCOPES

Doz.

wietieIdw
21-7A As versatile a scope as you can buy if you want instant power selectivity for a vart of huntinifiturtions
Use it at 21 for close-in brusk
lls., 7X for longer r11110
open country targets, or in between for medium ranges.
Sleek, compact and erftemely,Ithveight An excellet
value in en all-around steps $

• <•••C•UA TED RECONDITIONING
STATION
• SIINDE a ST•Irt taro, MUD '
• •DJUST• GUIDE NAD It t

It, 10 1, So....sm....
Soh
ir In s'
4/4 SO 551 SO SI
krosrth ,• It ,ort,
fhb,

Ton

e

U. L Reg.
$59.99-

U. L Reg. $19.99

how r um.,
Crki.stTme

••orri.• n,g • • ,r,

Sale

$46"

L

I/

I

1.1 .1,

mInal rtnet

'111 ir,/14, I..,MI, NY. Arth &MA..I•ng
Ltsg• ',nos ANN
*amp.
L'

soi

U. L Reg.
$52.99

Sale

s&

• Elle Ever NE•SUNE

U. L Reg.
$2.49

"
Sale$41

avalanche
A

COVERALLS
•Insulated 100% polyester
nylon shell and lining
'
,Green, brown, blue
*Zippered legs, knit cuffs
with hood
U. L. Reg. $54.99

988
Sale IrtI

139

- &Mono mast be w1.10..00.1e

U. L Reg.
$64.99

A88
Sale 110

31-91 Unquestionably the most popular scope (either fixed or variable) with both big gante and varmint hunters
Use for long range spotting and zeroing in on that trophy
that's way out there Turn to lower power and you're
ready for woods hunting and poor light conditions For
the shooter who wants and can afford the most versatility
in the scope he buys

Yentzen
U. L. Reg.

SURE SHOT CALL

$181.95

Sale $162
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DAVY BRACKEN

DEER HUNTER
VEST
Sale
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Vinyl

Model 5350
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U. L. Reg. $5.99'
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$A.88

DOUBLE REED
DUCK CALL

U. L Reg.
$6.49 . . Sale$4"

TRIPLE REED
DUCK CALL

U. L Reg.

$
7.99 .. Sale

88

BUCK KNIFE
Model 505

Triple Strength

BUCK LURE
The Lure With Se. Appeal
Triple strength for super
results Blister card packed
No 200DVS

U. L. Reg. $2.99

$919
_ _
L. Reg.
11111.1111
1.1.11111111j1-1.1.7
$17.69
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* At The Movies -*
(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER

Bloody Stalemate Continues At Abadan

,i1 the revoluhave . been 'completiM anBy ALEX Errv
tion , ,intitered the attempts."
nihilated."
Associated Press Writer
It ,r,.111d ..1 cannon was
iiiiian
Pars also said tg
BAGHDAD, Iraq I AP, t(it a.whout the night,- air force planes de,
The bloody stalemate at hia
The motives of the maniac down. Just when you think Abadan continued today with the clp .11 ,r, bled
Whew, what a weekend!
enemy positions oil th- ik est
What eroticisim! What blood! for killing women are pro- you've got him good, he pops Iran reporting more attempts
I hot toinatted earlier that side of the river, wink. Iraq
What decadence! And all I did bably the most unusual in up again. Well, the maniac in by Iraqi troops to fight their Iraqi fot ces crossed the said its air force shot down an
was go to the movies. Real movie maniac history. The Halloween is the most persis- way into the besieged and bur- Bahmarishir River, on the east Iranian Phantom jet in a
life, I'm sorry to report, is a female inside the transvestite tent maniac I've ever seen. ning oil refinery center.
side of the city, and fought dogfight over the city
rather boring experience after maniac wants a sex change We hear this one breathing as
Iraqi
C011111aUfIN Heti
Pars, the official Iranian their way into the eastern
a weekend of sex and violence operation, but his male physi- the movie ends. Actually, it news agency, said the Abadan suburb of Zolfiniar Monday. reported hard fighting around
que keeps getting aroused by might just be the directOrt governor's office reported Hut the Iranians claimed the Abadan but gave no details.
in the theater.
There I spent about four women. ( Are you following way of preparing us for a se- several attempts to penetrate "remnants of the aggressor
No confirmation of am. of hours- watching Angie Dickin- this?) This makes the maniac quel(The Son of Halloween?)
the city during the night but, forces that penetrated Abadan the claims was availabic
son getting her throat slashed so mad that he cuts up women
Halloween, far less sexually
in Dressed to Kill and baby sit- who arouse him. Enter Angie explicit than Dressed to Kill
Dickinson.
ters getting their throats
and less bloodily explicit than
The suspense in Dressed to Friday the 13th, is neverslashed in Halloween. I was
going to review the mummies. Kill is very intense. A shower theless more uniformly inin 'The Awakening, but my episode at the end of the movie tense than either one.
adrenalin system was wearing (girls wash up a lot in this
Before I end, I do want to
down by Sunday so I decided movie) its so scary that my mention a cute little nod that
to skip the throat-slashing of eyes jerked away from the the director of Halloween
screen involuntarily.
the archeologists.
makes Coward a famous horHalloween, back from last ror movie of the 'past. The
Dressed to Kill, a very
year, apparently is becoming scariest movie of the 1950's
erotic horror movie from
master of the macabre, Brian a classic of the horror genre. was a pictured called The
de Palma, is a stylish It's easy to see why. It con- Thing. And the scariest scene
representative of the maniac tains all the elements that in The Thing occurs when a
movie. De Palma evidently have made horror movies so mutilated dog drops out of a
has artistic pretensions. Not successful: a heavy-breathing closet as the scientists search
only does he use more odd maniac, dark houses, teenage for the extra terrestrial
camera angles than you'll find babysitters, sex, eerie music, maniac. When the police in
in a week's worth of Alfred and butcher knives.
Halloween discover a
The girl who gets it first is mutilated dog outside a
Hitchcock reruns, but he also
is fond of monochromic that snotty girl who caused all darkened house, the kids inscenes, surrealistic scenes, the trouble in Carrie. In side are watching The Thing
and split scenes. Oddly Halloween she again plays an on t.v.
FIELD TRIP - Murray Middle School sisth grade students of Mildred Lowe recently
enough, none of this fanciness empty-headed,' thoughtless,
Both movies are rated R.
visited the Murray Water treatment plant as part of a health unit"How the Community
is obtrusive: moreover,-it -all- self-centered teenage". • who- • 'Dressed-to kta contains-scene
uses expressions like -totally of full frontal female nudity,
Protects Our Health." us
--photo are, from left, John Mark Morris, Mitch fain, Tammie
works very well.
Nance,Jimmie Tipton, Cathy Williams and Mrs. Lowe.
What helps it work is Angie cool." Naturally, she attracts fairly explicit scenes of sexual
Dickinson, who plays an un- the maniac.(Her type always intercourse, and coarse
satisfied wife who roams the does in maniac movies.)
language and situations
Also naturally, she's naked throughout. it is also explicit
city looking for men. She's not
on camera for too long, but when she is attacked. As a in its violence, with open
while she's there her mature matter of fact, whenever a wounds and glishing blood.
sexuality steams up the teenager starts to undress or Halloween has scenes of upper
screen. Her shower stall fan- lies abed with her boyfriend, a female nudity, fairly explicit
tasies and sexual wrestling in maniac is sure to be near.
scenes of sexual intercourse,
The maniac in Halloween is and coarse language. Its
the bacliseat of a taxi are the
most erotic scenes I have seen the kind who keeps corning violence is not quite as explicit
back. As we all know by now, as that in Dressed to'Kill, but
thus far in an R-rated movie.
Unfortunately, she has her you can't keep a good maniac
'
its suspense is very intense.
throat slashed about a third of
the way through the movie by
a razor-wielding transvestite
maniac. During the rest of the
movie, the police and Dickinson's .brilliant teenage son . The National Aeronautics
Sicarch for the maniac, While and _Space Administration's
the maniac sea refies for a pro- shuttle orbiter will be the topic
stitute who witnessed the of a seminar scheduled for
murder.
Nov. 14 at Murray State

More Maniacs
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150 State-Used
Vehicles Up For Sale
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)About 150 used-state vehicles
orill be sold at auction Wednesdarand-ThurSday here.
Ther first-day4ssaft vt. ill be at
the ,Kentucky State Police
Academy and the second
-day s auction -rit Central
Stores Building on Holmes
Street

RATION
HTER

NASA's Shuttle Orbiter
Is Topic Of MSU Seminar

FOR THE BIRDS?
Riverside's is!
Yes, Riverside's low-cost insurance pays you
for damage caused by birds, game animals and
forced-landing aircraft. This is only one of the
many extra benefits received through Riverside's low-cost auto insurance. Call your
Riverside agent today for all the reasons why
you should save money with Riverside.

KING-LANDOLT
INSURANCE CENTER
OF MURRAY

Ph. 753-8355
David King-Gene Landolt-Adele Kupchelia

RIVERSIDE INSURANCE COMPANY
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN

A. Rodney Rocha
University.
•
Leading the discussion -will
be Alan Rodney Rocha, an
aerospace engineer in the
structures and mechanics
division of the Johnson Space
Center at Houston,Tex.
He will speak at 3:30 p.m. in
Room 320 of the Blackburn
Science Building. There is .no
charge and the public is invited.
A native of Corpus Christi,
Tex., Rocha holds degrees
from Del Mar College, Corpus
Christi, and the University of
Texas at Austin, and has done
graduate work at the University of Houston.
•
.At NASA, he serves as a
.flight loads and dynamics
engineer responsible for
predicting and evaluating
structural loads and responses
for space vehicles and
payloads during launch, space
flight, entry-and lending.

For
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the Iraqi purl r.1 aw, at the
southern end of the Shaft alArab. It said its air force
elsewhere along the battle
lines knocked out eight_heavy
personnel carrier, 12 army
tanks and at least 40 other
vehicles.
Iraq admitted that Iranian
Phantoms bombed four towns
in northern Iraq
Meanwhile, t he Iranian
government rejected a new
.ceasefire appeal (ruin the 94nation Non-Aligned Moveinent,of which both it and Iraq
are members.
, A six-member mission from
. the . .ISfdtAngfirti.. Movement
was in Belgrade. Yugoslavia,
preparing for a .peace shuttle
betWeen Baghdad and Tehran.
But the communique said Iran
'•categorically denied and reJett''all mediation, arbitration anti . efforts for a
cepsefire

PEPSI-COLA'S

901 Sycamore

ers.
øs

.•
Western reprirters were barred from the battlefronts.
Besieged Abadan is Iran's
last stronghold on the disputed
Shan al-Arab estuary and produced 60 percent of its refined
petroleum products before
Iraqi forces invaded Iran on
Sept. 22. The city has been
bombed and shelled everyday
since then, and Iraqi forces
are pressing in on it from all of
Its landward sides, but the
rek olutionary guards defendwgitaraistilliulkilmg uut.
_ The _capture of .._Abadan_
wooki give Iraq-complete control of the Iranian,side of the
Shalt alArab, part of the preikgr border'between the two
nations add Iraq's only watera to to the Persian Gulf.
Iran said _Iraqi MiGs tignibed an army camp near Ahwaz,
Ike capital of Kbuzistan. Provitae' flO miles northeast of
Abadan, and attacked troop
Iiititailattorts-west of- Kernianshah, at the northern end of
the '300-mile invasion front.
Iran reported heavy fighting
in Kermanshah. It said its
forces regained complete control of the Gilan-e Gharb
region and inflicted "fatal
blows'-'-onthe Iraqis in-battles
al as numtv-T_gf nElyer priint g
Iran also claimed its pilots
destroyed 50 to 60 percent of
the. oil rid shipyard- uistallations and . heavily
damaged radar facilities in

WANTED:
Experienced
Sewing Machine
Operators
Apply In Person

Landolt Ltd.
111 East Poplar
tIPWWHIESHie

COPY AVAILABLE

17x5f,ifT,77

Geta
bargain
you hadn'tbargained for:
It may come.as a surprise, but if your next
prices? Mow cart PeiSSI do it? simple:k3ecaust the
bottle of Pepsi comes in an Inflation Fighter carton, bottles are returnable, you only pay for the Pepsi.
it'll cost you about the same per ounce as many
So why fight inflation with a bargain brand?
bargain brands.
•
Pick tip a Pepsi Inflation Fighter. And get a'bargain Great-Wing Pepsi-Cola at bargain brand
you hadtabargained for.
ammo MEM AMP 4111MMI

Now it's
an even
better
bargain.
a

PEPSI PPSI COtA
DIET PEPSI DIET PI
PEPSI-COLA LIGHT AN
ARE REGISTERED TAAL
PEPSICO tic PURCHAe-tec

SAVE
0

*•,
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1
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:
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This coupon is worth 15' toward the purchase of Peps, Diet P'eps, or Mountain Dew Mr Grocer, This
roupon will be redeemed by your Pepsi-Colo salesman You will receive-the face value plus 7' for handling in
cordance with our consumer offer Consumer must.pcifisnd deposit ond,ior sales tax involved. Int:aces.
owing .puirfigi. EttirgYs prior to tfte-subriiisiloir-ors-ufirclent stock Is cover coupons sublnittecrAust be
"own upon request, Cash value I 20th of 1' Offer void where prohibited,' restricted .tuned or. license
,
' wired. Phi coupon expires Disc. 1501. Offer limited to one (cotton per family. °Mug or organization. Any
This offer good only in ter;itories serviced by • Podikoh-Bottling Co.
REDEEM THI5 AT VOUROROCERS

MINIM IMMO

-•

on your next_purchOse of.
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi. or Mountain Dew
in the 16 or 8-pack.

MM.

BOTTLED BY PADUCAH BOTTLING CO UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Pepsi Co
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INC . PURCHASE N Y
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The Building Corner

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Make Your Home Functional
As fall Is upon us, let us
think about making our homes
more beautiful and functional.
We know that what's in the
heart of a person makes them
truly beautiful. So it is with
our homes. We know of homes
that look so very nice on the
outside but when we enter the
door its all behind us.
Ladies, think' for a few
moments. Were do you spend
the greater part of your
housekeeping day? Is this
area, or those areas practically a disaster area? Not enough
counter space, which may be
stained, chipped or broken?
How about the sink, too small,
chipped, poorly located?
These and many other things
need to be examined in light of
making these areas more

comfortable and therefore a
more inviting place in which
to perform daily routines.
Your local remodeling contractor can be of invaluable
assistance to you in these
areas. 1 am sure that a call
will bring a courteous
response. I do not recommend
that you just hire a carpenter
and say go. If I may use an example. This past week I was
talking to a person who wished
to have his bathroom remodeled. He called a carpenter in to
look over the job. The man
• gave him the response that he
could do the work. On this
agreement the man went out
and purchased and had
delivered several hundred
dollars worth of bathroom fixtures, etc. and called the

carpenter in to start. Upon his
arrival seeing these things he
inunediately began that he
could patch the floor, install
paneling etc but he would have
to get someone .else for the
other work. The 'carpenter left
and has not been back. The
man had a lot of new
bathroom fixtures and no
bathroom. Had he contacted
his local remodeling contractor he would have had all these
other needed people ready for
an efficient and speedy job
and probably at equal or less
cost. In fact that is just what
he did and in a few days will
have a new bathroom.
My point is this; a carpenter
is an essential part of most
every job but probably does
not have the expertise or

desire to design arid advise on
the various needs of the
average job, does not usually
know where or what is currently on the market to best
achieve the most beauty and
function form the area invalued. Think about it, I
believe you will agree with
me.

1-Stil

100%14

WITH A
Counter Saver'MICROWAVE OVEN!

j

In reply to some questions
about a water table, it can be
defined as the upper surface of
ground water or the level below
which the soil is saturated with
water. This level may fluctuate
by several feet throughout the
year deperaling-ttn soil, landscape and weather conditions.
In many areas of the United
States, especially where annual
rainfall is 20 inches or .more,
the saasonal high water table is
2 16 '5 feet below the grouhd
surface. This year, of course,
the water tables are very low
in many areas because of
drought conditions.

INSTALLS OVER YOUR
PRESENT COOKTOP
GIVES YOUR KITCHEN
A CUSTOM LOOK!
Aa..e cookrag
no lost

lnc:oces
7-"ST eat! 7)-k-haust far
ntr cwnk-top light
ceajIiM Ewaa.aLoe._
'.C'oksS ny "me or terns is 3.Ppwer levels.

o

BEFORE & AFTER *

just
$5

Th
West Ky. Appliance
Sales—Service—Parts
541 N Across From Smorgasbord 753-4478

A reader. comment* on a
recent query about an aluminum saucepan that got discolored After potatoes had been
boiled in it, has this to say:
have had good resulti with
this 2roblem by either putting a
couple of spoonsful of cream of
tartar in the pan - with water
above the discoloration mark
and boiling it or cutting a lemon and doing the same thing
with the water. The discoloration disappears and the
shine can be restored 'with
steel-wool soap pads.”
If you use mildew-resistant
paints, be careful. Painted surfaces containing some mildewresistant paints can be injurious if they reach the
mouths of small children. The
U.S. Department of Agriculture
cautions that mildew-resistant
paints, while generally excellent for outdoor wood surfac-

cs, should not be used on such
surfaces as window sills, playpens or toys.

vantages of the many varieties
of Italian ceramic tile.

Have you noticed the many
magazine ads for Italian ceramic tile? That's because the

(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful information in

Association of Italian Ceramic
Tile Manufacturers is spending
nearly $5 million in the United
States for advertising the ad-

Q. — I have a large piece of
marble about 4 feet by 6 feet.
How do I go about cleaning and
polishing it?
A. — You can buy marble
cleaning-polishing compounds
at dealers who sell marble. It
can also be obtained in some
hardware stores, lumber yards,
building-supply establishments
and home centers.

Q. — We soon will insulate an
attic floor by placing mineral
wool batts between the beams.
In one place, there is a recessed lighting fixture that
protrudes through the attic
floor. Can the insulation be
placed directly over this? We
do not think so, because the
part that protrudes gets slightly
warm, although never hot.
What is your advice?

Sure ComesIn
GHandy at
CHRISTMAS
TIME
-f,ing a completed ChriStmas Club
hO haying yew own persona,
ued Santa tucked airtai for the
holtdays, You can 'each any
desired amount you want
at Yuletime by depositing a
set Sunl each week into

51/ "/

2 /0

3CCOVI. loin

The Club

A. — You should never place
insulation on top of such a fixture. To be in accord with the
National Electrical Code, improvise a way of holding the insulation 3 inches from the sides
of the protrusion. Make a sheetmetal shield of some kind. One
way to do this is to cut the ends
off a can of suitable size, then
place it over the fixture. Be
certain to put the vapor-barrier
side of the insulation batts
down in the ceiling so that they'
face the room below. If you are
adding new insulation on top of
old, slash the vapor barrier of
the new insulation to allow
moisture vapor to pass through.
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Because we're always
redecorating rooms to give
you fresh ideas, we have an
excellent selection of floor
sample h6me fashions priced
for immediate clearance.
Here's your chancey)own
famous Ethan Allen quality at
fantastic savings. Don't wait!
Come in now while our
selection lasts.

Insulation
Fixation
Hits Nation
With the cost of new and
used homes steadily rising,
a growing number of homeowners are opting for iiprovements instead
of
moving. Many are discovering ways to fix up, repair,
improve or add on to their
homes to make them more
spacious and comfortable.
Breezeways are being enclosed for an extra room or
garages converted into living space. Whatever the
project, adding insulation
should be part of the
improvement.
a.

Determine Purpose
Age has a way ofcreeping
up on you.
Each has a purpose. If
Consider this. Nearly 27- there is no insulation in the
million homes, or a full one- attic, use batts or blankets
third of the nation's hous- with a vapor barrier. The
ing stock, were built before side with the vapor barrier
1940, according to the U.S. should face down. If new
Census Bureau.
insulation is being added to
This means that one- old, use the type without a
third of the housing units in vapor barrier.
the United States are over
Starting at the edge of
40 years old. And since they the attic, work towards the
were built in an'era of low middle insulating all spaces
energy costs, many of these large and small. However,
homes have little or no be sure that insulation is
insulation.
kept at least three inches
With fuel prices continu- from the sides of any lighting their inexorable rise, ing fixture. Vents at the
few homeowners can afford eaves should also be left
the luxury of going without uncovered.
adequate insulation in toDo-it-yourselfers should
day's world.
wear gloves, goggles and a
disposable mask.
Insulate Attic

" Mineral fiber insulation,
either fiber glass or rock
woo1,4tromea in blankets or
batts as well as loose fill for
easy installation. Mineral
fiber insulation is available
With or without a vapor
homer.

save 20% to 50% on a wide selection of
Ethan Allen floor samples, upholstered and
wood furniture, plus accessories!
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(The details of insulating an
attic by yourself are contained
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Save
Money by Insulating," which
can be obtained by sending 50
cents AND a long, stamped,
s e If-addressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743. Questions of
general interest will be answered in the column, but individual correspondence cannot
be undertaken.)

Insulation May Cure
Old-Age Home's Ailment

Since a considerable
amount of a home's heat
escapes through ceilings,
the simple expedient of
insulating the attic floor
could go a long way towards
trimming excessive heating
hills.

Paducah, Ky.

Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which
can be obtained by sending
$1.50 to this newspaper at Box
5, Teaneck, N.J. 07666.)
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On Sale Tues., Nov. 4 thru Sat., Nov. 8th Only!

Here's the Answer ffg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — The old house we just
moved into has real plaster
walls. I have previously
patched damaged gypsum
board walls, but not the full
plaster type. Is there anything
you can tell me that will help?
The walls have a number of
cracks in them.,
A. — If you mean hairline
cracks, dampen them and apply the patching material with
a •putty knife or a finger. You
must literally force the compound into the cracks or it will
not hold very well. Larger
cracks require a different treatment. You can buy a special
tool for enlarging and undercutting the cracks, but a hand
can opener will do the trick. Insert the point and pull it along
the crack. This will dislodge
any loose plaster and enlarge
the crack at the same time. As
you do this, hold the point at an
angle so that the crack is undercut — that is, so the bottom
of the crack is a bit larger than
the top, a procedure that will
hold the patching plaster in
place. Dampen the enlarged
crack and apply the material,
smoothing it with a putty knife.

Call 436-2372
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USE
By ANDY LANG
Newsfeatures
A type of mortgage that offers a kind of lender-buyer
-0wriershtp will soon be offered
to the public by two private organizations -- the Rocky Mountain Research Institute in Denver and the Home Partners of
America in Westfield, N.J.
The mortgage isn't exactly
new, having been used in some
;nstanceS in commercial properties, but its entrance into the
residential housing market is
reported by Housing magazine.
The theory is that the lender
can cut 2 or 3 percentage points
off the interest rate becauge he
will get a percentage of the increased value of the home
when it is sOld.
It sounds tike a fine arrangement, but there are some questions that remain to be answered. As Housing magazine
points'out these are: Will buyers accept a mortgage that requires involvement of a partner
in home maintenance and improvements? Will investors
want to gamble on an untried
investment? Will buyers be
willing to share future profits
in return for home equity?

Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

The Carriage House

ON THE

A FRONT CPUticll'ARD ENCLOSED 115 A laick sail
- ad„i)parcnt size of this three-bedroom English
Ennni- noes(' The-front entrance is recessed. covered Pry the
'atimberwark,
wide foy Cr directs traffic to the tieing, service and steeping
areas ot the borne Plan HA I 1,7.4!).1 has i143 square teet on the
iirst floor and 772 on the second. For More information write
eneefdpe
Thisrer
Plan Se-r. ice. W9 East .Jericho Turnpike Mineola. N.Y.

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric

Aca
Ant

Consider Remodeling
If your mirror reflects an
old-fashioned bathroom
cluttered with soaps,lotions
and mounds of towels,don't
be surprised if the mirror
answers evasively: "Ask me
again after you remodel."
If you're like most Ameni
cans who subscribe to the
"don't Move', improve" dic
turn, you may already be
remodeling
considering
your bathroom.

OPEN
FRIDAY
EVENING 'til 8

Check this partial listing for outstanding buys!
SALE

Item Description

Regular

$555

Reversible Cushions

819.50

80" SOFA ... Pine Frame .

660.00

LOVESEAT .. Pine Frame ... Old Tavern Finish ... 2 To Sell

469.50

LOUNGE CHAIR.. . Pine Frame. .. Reversible Cushions(2)

229.50

RUDDER — DROP LEAF END TABLE ... Holly Green Finish (2)

229.50

PINE —COCKTAIL TABLE. .. Old Tavern Finish

274.50

COCKTAIL TABLE ... Classic Manor Fin., Rectangular

1,169.50

65"lOVESEAT ... Pillow Back ... Floral Print

309.50

PULL UP CHAIRS(2) Floral Print. .. With Skirt

129.50

END TABLES. .. Maple ... Nutmeg Finish ...(2)

279.50

42" ROUND DINING TABLE. . With Leaf.
... Old Tavern

229.50

42" ROUND DINING TABLE. .. Formica Top With Leaf

319.50

48" ROUND DINING TABLE

649.50

CORNER CHINA — Pine.

459.50

ETAGERE'. .. Room Divider. .. Autumn Gold Finish

. 2-15" Leaves .. Maple.
Glass Doors. .. Old Tavern

1,589.50

99" GOLD VELVET SOFA ... Traditional. .. Tufted Back

1,049.50

86" PRINTED SOFA ... Simulated Pillow Back

409.50

ROCKER-RECLINER. .. Tartan Plaid. . . Red & Green

469.50

ROCKER-RECLINER. .. Nylon Print ... 1 Only

529.50

ROCKER-RECLINER ... Gold Velvet ... 1 Only

55 To Sell!18" x 27" Bound SAMPLE RUGS

log
is SO SO

$455
$249
$114
$ 75
$189
$485
$149
$ 77
$129
$149
$199
299
$4
$899

$
$$719
999
9
$279
NOW $1

All Sales Final — No Returns or Refunds...
,,,,,psommomminwaviA,

Y(
Free Van Delivery... Convenient Terms
•

UNITED HOME Ft TINISHINvs

ETHAN ALAN FURNITURE

1 14 North Third St. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

.
1.111411•111.1.,.

BEST COPY AVAIL!
11

4
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Murray Middle School
Academic Standings
Announced By Principal
The following students have
achieved an academic standing of from 2.50 to 3.00 for the
first nine weeks grading
period at Murray Middle
School, according to Larry
Salmon, principal.
Seventh Grade —

72

h Ky.

pfTh

selection of
DIstered and
accessories!

v. 8th Only!

RETIRES FROM GUARD —
BM!. Gary C. Hollander
retired from the U.S. Coast
Guard after serving 20 years
and 12 days of active duty.
Hollander spend three years
in Europe, four years in the
Far East and two years in
Vietnam aboard the Coast
Guard Cutter Taney. He has
served on five different ships
and his duties include law
enforcement on board Cutters enforcing Fisheries Law,
Search and Rescue and Aids
to Navigation for Tennessee
and Kentucky. Hollander
was stationed at Anfac in
Paris Landing. He is married
to the former Judy Johnson
and they have one son
William. Natives of California, the Hollanders now
reside in Murray.

Angel Adams, Leslie
Adams, Jason Billington,
Phillip Billington, Steve
Bogard, Jackie Boltz, Leslie
Borge, Jon Burke, Lori
Caldwell, Kelly Cathey, Laura
Cella, Shannon Christopher,
Shawn Cooper,
Deidre Daugherty, David
Dill, Huong Dinh, Heather
Doyle, Melissa Duffy, Brian
Duncan, Lee Estes, Ann Marie
Hale, Jon Mark Hall, Luke
Harrington, Alesia Harris,
Hegel, 'Hugh
Elizabeth
Houston,
Chrystie Howard, Carla
Jones,
Jackson, Becky
Richard Jones, Jenny
Kratzer, Melanie McClain,
Dana Morton, Christy
Moseley, Anne Miller, Shannon Parker,
Denise Randolph, Joseph
Rexroat, Debbie Roos, Lisa
Shoemaker, Jay Simmons,
Nancy Smith, Nastascha
Tubbs, Shelly Ward, Jay Watson, Mark West, Critsy Wolf.
Eighth Grade
Anne Bloom, Bekak Brock,
Mike Butwell, Ramona
Burnley, Kelly Chilcutt,
Matther Ferguson, Leslie
Franklin, Melissa George,
Tim Glavin, Mary Grasty.
Kim Greer, Ann Harcourt,
Vonnie Hays, Lisa Howard,
Shelley Howell, Ann Johnson,
Yvonne Jones, Ruthie Kitrell,
Jennifer Kurz, Patty Kelly,
Connie Lovett, Robert Lyons,
Sherry Meadows, Suzanne
Meeks, Brad Newsome, Alicia
Nunnally, Lillian Olazabol,
Shawn Parker, David Randolph, Lynn Roberts, Amy
Roos, Todd Ross,
Lesley Thompson, Kendra
Thurmond, Dennis Thurmond,
Leila Umar, Jerri Weatherford, Steve Wells, Mike
Wilkins, Jeanette Williams,
Rusty Wright.

BOB MUSSER
Lic. Electrician,
No Job Too Small!

753-8417
24 Hour Service

CCMS Honor Roll Released

ROSE GROWING — L. C. Lawson and five students from North Elementary School are
shown in Lawson's back yard. Lawson spoke to the sixth grade recently on the growing
of roses. He has produced more than 100,000 roses this year and hopes to produce
200,000 roses next year. From left, the students are Brian Harris, Todd Bohannon, Jerry
Lowery, Darrin Parker and Natalie McDougal.

OPEN
RtIDAY
EVENING 'til S.

Synfuels, Construction Of Plants
Result In Conflicting Opinions
By NANCY SHULINS
Associated Press Writer
HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) —
Depending on which side of
Henderson you happened to
visit,it was either a great time
for the state or a time of caution and concern.
On the city's north end,
about 300 people gathered
Monday to toast the W.R.
Grace Co.'s multi-billion
dollar synthetic fuels plant
proposed for Baskett in
Henderson County.
Those attending the
reception
invitation-only
sampled hors d'oeuvres and
saddled up to an open bar
before hearing the project
praised by John Sawhill,
chairman of the board of the
Federal Synthetic Fuels
Corp., Grace vice-chairman
George W. Blackwood, Gov.
John Y. Brown, Sens. Walter
"Dee" Huddleston and
Wendell Ford, Rep. Carroll
Hubbard and others.
Meanwhile, a decidedly

wouLD YOU
COME BACK
TOMORROW?
-..._

c

g buys!
SALE

$555
Fo Sell
$455
$249
5(2)
$114
11(2)
$ 75
$189
$485
$149
$ 77
$129
rn
$149
$199
$499
$299
$899
$799
$199
$199
$279
NOW $1 Es.

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly cpllections.

lessposh gathering was under
way at the City Building
hosted Citizens for Responsible Growth, a group of area
residents who believe more
research on synfuels is needed
before projects like the
Baskett plant are advanced.
There were no drinks or
hors d'oeuvres served, but
there was a speaker — Dr.
Hugh Spencer, an environmental engineer from
the University of Louisville,
who paid his own way . to
Henderson to talk about synfuels.
The W.R. Grace reception,
to celebrate a $12.6 million
U.S. Department of Energy
contract to fund an 18-month
design phase of the plant, had
originally been slated for Aug.
29. But President Carter
postponed awarding of the
contract one day before it was
supposed to be signed due to a
dispute between Grace and
the federal Council of Wage
and Price Stability.
_ Weeks of negotiations failed_
to settle the dispute, which
centered on profits earned by
the company's Agricultural
Chemicals Group. In the end,
the contract was signed
anyway and the reception was
rescheduled.
In his brief remarks, Brown
praised the project, calling
upon guests to rise in a toast to
W.R. Grace and the federal
and state officials who lobbied
for the plant, billed as the
largest commercial chemical
project in one location in the
United States.
The plant, which will produce about 50,000 barrels per
day of high octane, unleaded
gasoline from coal, may be
built by 1986 and could provide
jobs for up to 1,300 people. It is
one of four synfuels plants proposed for west Kentucky, a
concentration that has some
environmentalists concerned.
"Let us not be afraid of the
unknown," Brown said, in an
apparent reference to those
concerned. "We are going to
protect the quality of life. We
are going to make this one of
the most successful programs
in the United States."
"I am very confident this
will be one of the outstanding
plants in the country," Sawhill
agreed, adding that he based

,

arid industry representatives
involved in the synfuels push
hasn't faded.
"Before we can evaluate the
impact on (synfuel plants proposed for) Geneva and
Baskett, we must know the
rest of the story," ho said.
"Are these four the only.
plants? If not, how many
more? Where will they go?
When will they be built?
Where will the coal come
from?
"My fear is that this is
another example of ungirdled,
unthought out, unplanned and
massive development without
thought of what it means for
the region."

With each Chipper you gel
2pieces of fish fillet
creamy cole slaw
crisp french fries
-2 Southern-style hush puppies

Sunday-Thursday Only

Captain D's

FIRST ONE TYPED
In 1883, Mark Twain's "Life
on the Mississippi" was the
first typewritten manuscript
submitted to a publisher.

111 North 12th St.
753-9383

1
kcri
STUD GUNS
SAND BLASTERS
AIR COMPRESSORS

, =.70
t•. .;
];1

MORTAR MIXERS

CHAIN SAWS

_MURRAY)

RENTAL,ISALES

CENTER

SCAFFOLDING
A

DIVISION

OF MURRAY SUPPLY

200 E. Main

CO INC

CONCRETE
BREAKER

753-8201

See your copier

GENERATORS
POST HOLE DIGGERS

FLOOR SANDERS

Maybe Its time to see the new
and very reliable—A ft Dick
990 plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the most
wanted features of machines
costing 501. more—including
the versatility to make IV 17'
copies copy both sides and
use most any kind of paper including overhead transparencies and labels

Call us today

s
=
it

murray Ledger & Times

his confidence on the
magnitude of the state's coal
reserves, the productivity cif
its miners and the political
support synfuels have received in Kentucky.
"We as a nation need this
facility," he said. "We've got
to replace this foreign oil. We
must turn this energy situation around."
Blackwood touted the plant
as posing "virtually no environmental hazards whatsover."
But many of those who
gathered at the City Building
weren't convinced.
Spencer, perhaps best
known in Henderson for losing
his temper during the heated
session at an Environmental
Quality Commission hearing
in June, kept his cool Monday.
But he said his anger over the
"glibness" of federal, state

serviceman
often?

the

COPY AVAILABLE

Tunmy Lewis.
Tony Lovett, Gaye Martin.
Ashely Miller, Jamie Miller,
Marji Mize, Andrea Nesbitt,
Carma Newsome, Kerry
Outland, Michael Parks.
Came Paschall, John Mark
Potts, Jill Riley, Jeanne Rule,
Daniele Shipley, Brad Skinner, Angie Snyder, Debbie
Therrien,Tony Tinsley.
Rodney Tucker, Roger
Tucker, Kathy Turner, Charmain Waddell, Brett Waugh,
Stephanie Welch, Lori Yarbrough, Rhonda York.

Boyd, Amy Bryan, Shaun
Bucy,Stacy address.
Jan Coleman, Dams Crick,
Ed Crutchfield, Vona Darnell,
Debbie Deitz, Jon Driver,
Emily Dunn, Rita Elkins, Kim
Garland.
Lisa Garland, Rachel
Garland, Mikal Grimes, Dawn
Hale, John Hassell, Melissa
Herndon, Charles Holmes,
Sandra Hopkins, Lisa Hopper.
Christina Howell, Molly Imes, Mike Keeling, John Kelso,
Jennifer Kirk, Darren Lamb,
David Lamb, Jody Lambert,

Topic Has Henderson Divided

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!
I'M
COLLECTING,
MRS.
PAUL...

The honor roll for the six
weeks at Calloway County
Middle School has been released as follows:
Seventh Grade —
Scott Adams, Jim Alsop,
Laura Alton, Michael Bryan,
/leiter Carroll, Mark
Charlton, Dana Cunningham,
James Daniels,Stacy Darnell.
Russell Dunn, Tracey
Eldridge, Marcia Ford,
Michelle Garland, Mickey
Garrison, Kelly Hanks, Ricky
Harrison, Carey Huie, Jennifer Jarrett.
Rhonda Kerr, Lee Ann
Lockhart, Daren Lofts, Tammy Miller, Lisa Morgan,
Amberly Moss, Scott Nix,
Regina Reeler, Lori Roberts.
Jill Rowland, Alicia Stubblefield, Susan Sykes, Jeanne
Thorn, Shane Wall, Tin!
Weatherford, Beth Woodall.
Robby Yontz, Lee Yuill.
Eighth Grade —
Linda Ahart, Tracy Adams,
Angie Salentine, Mark
Bazzell, Greg Boren, Linda

116 NORTH 7TH
HAYFIELD

247-5912

• .•

CONCRETE
TROWEL

tl‘
BELT SANDERS

PORTABLE CRANES
TAMPERS

A
ATA
arne,Can rental aesocietion

NEED IT?

RENT IT!
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Diet, exercise would help

11-4-A
NORTH
"A philosopher is a person
who gives other people
•K J 4
advice about troubles he
•K J 2
be On is discussed in The hasn't had.- -- William R.
•J 8 5 3 2
Health Letter number 15-4.
•K 4
Diet to Prevent Heart Disease LeiVIS
and Strokes. Others who want
EAST
WEST
+762
this issue can send 75 cents
All declarers have had •A 5 3
•
Q 96 3
with a long, stamped, self- their troubles in picking up •7
•K Q
addressed envelope for it to a missing queen In theory, •10 9 7
+765
me in care of this newspaper. a blindfolded player will x*4,110983
P O. Box 1551. Radio City guess right about half
SOUTH
the
Station, New York, NY 10019
•Q 109 8
time In practice, the expeIS A 10 8 5 4
A properly designed diet is
*A4
very helpful in many cases rienced player will do some•Q 2
but you have to individualize what better.
West led a diamond to
the treatment Diet isn't the
only thing that's necessary in knock out declarer's ace
many cases. I would like to and, with three quick losers
Vulnerable North-South
encourage you to develop a in the side suits, the game Dealer West The bidding
good exercise program within hinged upon picking up the
the limits imposed by your missing trump queen.
Smith
West
North East
medical problems. particularToday's declarer made Pass
1•
1•
Pass
ly your angina pectoris. Such
2+
Pass
Pass
a program might be simply his decision quickly. He'won 24
4
•
3
•
Pass
Pass
walking. Gradually develop the diamond ace and led a
Pass
Pass
your ability to walk so that low trump to dummy's jack. Pass
you can include a lot of walk- East won the queen and the
Opening lead Diamond 10
ing each day as part of your game went a quick down
life style.
one.
As you lose weight and
South's reasons for misthe jack would bring
build up your exercise toler- guessing the queen seemed play of
in the suit
ance through walking, your convincing. He
maintained
doctor may allow, you to
A small difference, but
include other forms of physi- that the guess was strictly a
percentage play would
50-50
shot
and
that
West's the
cal activity. The combination
bring home the winner.
of diet and exercise could bid tipped the scales in
prove to be very helpful for favor of finessing against
Bid with Coro
you. If you continue to have West.
high cholesterol levels or
Upon further analysis, we
other such findings, then you can see that the fact of
South holds: 11-4-B
might need medicines in addi- West's bidding had little to
•A 5 3
tion to your improved life do with his holding the
•7
style.
•10 9 7
trump queen. He might have
Even the most strict diet,
4.AJ 10983
resulting in adequate loss of bid with it or without it.
What
did
matter
was
the
body fat and a good exercise
North South
•
24
program, will not lower the distribution of the trump
cholesterol or reverse the pro- suit. If the trumps were 4-1. 2•
cess in Some cases. In these with Q-9-x-x in .either - hand,
ANSWER: Three clubs.
instances it is often advisable it would do no good to
Nonforcing and suggests that
to add appropriate medicines finesse against West. With three clubs
might be the last
to your program. I'd also like that holding, West would
bid.
to mention that simply stop- eventually score
--a trump
ping smoking decreases the
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
risk of having a heart attack trick by force. However, if PO Box 12363, Dallas. Texas
75225,
or a stroke by as much as 50 East held Q-9-x-x, then low
with self-addressed. stamped envelope
to dummy's king And the for reply
percent in some people.

Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.
1

DEAR DR LAMB - I'm
writing to you for information
on atherosclerosis. It has been
stated that I have it in my
brain I am 51 years old and
have diabetes and am obese I
don t take anything for the
diabetes except to follow a_
diet I am on a low-cholesterol
diet which 1 understand will
help me.
d appreciate any literature that you have on this
Also I have angina pectoris
and I suffer from headaches
and dizzy spells I cannot take
Coumailin because of heavy
bleeding that I get from it and
the doctors are afraid of my
falling 1 had an angiogram,
that was how the doctor found
I had the athesosclerosis.
Your
DEAR READER
letter is good proof of a basic
point - that atherosclerosis
is a disease of the arteries It
is caused by the fatty-cholesterol deposits that build up in

the arteries Your angina pectoris is heart pain caused by
the build up of fatty -cholester
01 deposits in the arteries to
your heart The same process
apparently has been seen in
the arteries to your brain
when your arteries were studied with au angiogram
There are many causes for
dizzy spells One of them can
be from poor circulation to
the balance centers in the
base of the brain or to the balance mechanism within the
ear You're rather young to be
having all these problems. A
51-year-old woman usually
doesn't have so many changes
in the arteries. The clue probably is that you're a diabetic.
Women who are diabetics are
more apt to have atheros- _
even
cierosis
during
childbearing years than other
women.
The type of diet you should

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
.1 German district
5 Station
9 Devotee
12 Mixture
13 Again
14 River Sp
15 Swaggers
17 Three-toed
sloth
18 Sum up
19 Bird's home
21 Contests
23 Nero, et al
27 Exist
28 Prospero's
sprite
29 Diving bird
31 Cry
34 Tantalum
Symbol
35 Harvesters
38 Pronoun
39 Goal-k.
41 Tear
42 Desert spots
44 Pronoun
46 Wanders
48 Jacket part
51 Expired
52 High mOuntam
53 Part of "to
•
55 Stylish
59 Diocese
60 Wise person
62 Memorandum
63 Weight of
India
64 Walked on
65 Cabbage
dish
DOWN
1 Distress signal

2 High Mus
3 Ventilate
4 Drunkard
5 Out of date
6 Preposition
7 Ocean
8 Branch
9 Racks
10 Assistant
11 Bows
16 Bank
employee
20 Snared
22 Hebrew
month
23 Doom
24 Asian land
25 Roman gods
26 Petition
30 Norwegian
coins
32 Hebrew
measure
33 Girl's nickname
36 intention.
is 2

3

Answer

CCOUU ODOM
C MCC OCC
COUCU CU
DUO CUE= CI
MCC COMM
CCM DUCC
CUM= MOO
U CUL= CCU
CC MECO CO
CCU
COM 0 Si
COMM BCC=
METED

ANTED

37 Depresses
40 Ladle
43 Compass pt
45 Tellurium
symbol
47 Helped
48 Young girl
49 Toward shel-

ter
50 Final
54 Deface
56 The sun
57 As written
Mus
58 Evergreen
61 Proceed

4 1111 5

4

7

9

S

1

1

17

zo

19
.

232425
21

21

31
7

so

63

64

"(VA

55

OKAY, MEN, WE'LL WAIT
RIGHT HERE UNTIL THE
ROUND-HEADED KID
BRINGS HARRIET BACK...

fl

OW 1,,
1 S.

I

ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 191
Financial talks with others
in are productive. Loved ones
should plan to travel together.
62
A turning point is reached
regarding a close tie.
65

S1

se

30

DOES
HAVE A
WHAT?

\

HE'S
RIGHT
ABOUT
THAT

A'

0

RESPECT
!!

DEMAND

AND
I'LL

RESPECT

GET
RESPECT
/

MESSAGE

FROM THE
GENERAL,
SIR

411PV
.

6
1.

HE WAS VERY FR ENDO'ANC)
TOLD ME ALL ABOUT
hils EARLY
CHILDS4000

•

Ire 5,4/a." A
0E0" JUNGLE
,IN
KNOWN .49 PHANTOM
COUNTRY THERE 19
PEACE.,A)CRIME..

NO, HE DOESN'T HAVE
A sq. GUN! HE'S NOT
THE KIND WHO SNOOT5
BIRDS WITH A BB GUN..,

TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)ki€47
Don't be afraid to ask for
help on a work assignment.
Others will give S,ou a new
perspective. Intuition leads to
inspired output.
GEMINI
( May 21 to June 20)
Artistitic sensibility is
enhanced. Don't let intensity
mar romance, but do enjoy

good times together. Follow
creative hunches.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) 042)
Extra vigor leads to increased output. Get household
chores done with dispatch.
Then, enjoy entertaining
friends at home base.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 412fiC
Your creative drive is
strong. Local visits may prove
to be romantic. One idea may
be dropped. Keep in touch
with family.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nP%.
Shopping trips are favored.
Pick up something for the
home. Be willing to adjust if a
favorite item is not in stock.
LIBRA
I Sept 23 to Oct. 22 I Take the initiative contacting others. Be I::s set in your
ways. Add
ething special
to your ardrobe. Look your
be

NO,'fOU'RE
RIGHT,. YOU
CAN'T SE TOO
CAREFUL

WO

KIDDIES---YOU MUST
LEARN THRIFT- ,

.WANT

What kind of day will tomorrow be To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

111 42

%
4
4

53

lig

27

34

52

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,NOVEMBER 5, 1980

26

41

pi44

10 11

18

29
IS
N

Your Individual
Horoscope

14

13

39

N

MET

A CC

12

34

to Monday's Puzzle

BREAD

BEAUTIFUL
WOMAN CLAD IN olAmoNo5
CAN WALK AT 44roNt6wr
wIrmour FEAR..."

SAVE A
DIME A
DAY FOR
A WEEK
AND YOU
WILL HAVE
70 ck

is3T,Ims CLASSIFIEDADS!

ACESRA G CORN. JR

THEN RUN TO THE
STORE AND BUY
OUR SPONSOR'S
PRODUCT

SCORP,I0
elikiCs
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You work best now without
fanfare. Keep financial moves
to yourself. Research or study
on artistic projects brings
happy results.
SAGITTARRJS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
'ii
Plan a party. You're on the
8,geor'un.tee Fealsire Synch.. mc
go and should make new
friends now. A heart-to-heart
WELL.?!
HE SAYS TO
YOU'VE
talk with a friend should be
WHAT
FCNOCK OFF
CRACKED
kept confidential.
IS IT?'
THE IDIOTIC
TWO OF HIS
CAPRICORN
HIGH-PITCHED
BEST MARTINI (Dec.22 to Jan. 191 V
GLASSES
Be a good observer. Privacy
aids career planning, though a
friend may have useful information. Evening favors
business matters.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 I
A film or TV show could
change your slant on life. Enjoy the company of friends
now. Seek professional advice
AND THEN HE EVEN
HE NEVER GOT
in career matters.
WELL,
BACK TO THAT
TOLD ME HOW HE MET
PISCES
WHAT
HIS WIPE AND HOW
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
ABOUT
HE STARTED IN
Business moves are favored
THE
THE BUSINESS
now. Take the initiative. Seek
RAISE
advice in investment matters.
You'll gain some important
new insights.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
thirst for adventure and a
• dislike of routine work. Your
greatest success comes when
you learn to extract from your
'S
experiences
varied
a
workable 'philosophy of life.
tV0 CRIME IN PHAN7r141 couoirRY?
WAIT UNTIL
have
You
a
good
HE'S PASSED
understanding of people and
US. THEN...
..tr4. .s
14111 would make a, valuable
counselor. Your dramatic
1. • A
14,
•
fie
flair may lead to notable suc-Nike*
cess in the theater. You have a
philosophic or religious streak
and are capable of Intellectual
achievement. You enjoy people and are well suited for
public life. You'll succeed in
both business and the arts.
%lb
Birthdate of: Will Durant,
HEWS ALWAY, THE EXCEPTION
philosopher; Vivien lkigh, acTHAT PROVE5 THE RULE.
tress; and Roy Rogers, actor.
usr1
r

)0U

2. Notice

2. Notice

Tired of bag? Try Bradley GP-2
or Bradley Classics Phone 15543053

Bible Facts Free Store tor the
needy 759-4600

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Fort Heiman, Boundary Expansion to include
the redoubt to be northwest of the present Fort
Heiman National Register boundaries and two gun
emplacements to the east of the present boundary
will be considered by the Kentucky Historic Preservation Review Board for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places.
On December 9, 1980, 1:00 p.m., a meeting of the
Board will be held at the Courtroom, Paul Sawyier
Library,305 Wapping Street, Frankfort.
Listing in the National Register makes private property owners eligible to be considered for Federal
grants-in-aid for historic preservation and provides
limited protection through comment by the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation on the effect of federally financed, assisted, or licensed
undertakings on historic properties.
If a property is depreciable and listed in the National Register, there are also certain provisions of
the Tax Reform Act of 1976 that may apply. Section
2124 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976 encourages
preservation of historic depreciable structures by
allowing favorable tax treatments for rehabilitations. In addition, it discourages destruction of
historic buildings by eliminating certain otherwise
available Federal tax benefits both for demolition of
historic structures and for new construction on the
site of demolished historic buildings.
If the property contains coal resources and is listed
in the National Register, certain provisions of the
Surface Mining and Control Act of 1977 make it less
likely that surface mining of the coal will be permitted by the State or Federal Government.
We welcome your comments on the nomination and
request that they be forwarded to the Kentucky
Heritage Commission within thirty days of the date
of this notice. All written comments will be incorporated into the presentation of the nomination to
the Review Board and upon the Board's approval of
the site, will be forwarded with the nomination form
to Washington for consideration by the Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service. A copy of the
nomination form is on file in our office and will be
.
made available to you upon request.
(Mrs.) Donna C. Hopkins
Acting State Historic Preservation Officer
.
NOTICE FOKLNVITATION TO MD
MURRAY URBAN DEVELOPMENT ACTION
GRANT
INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD PROJECT
FOR THE
CITY OF MURRAY
Unit price bids are requested to construct roads and
drainage facilities between Old U. S. Highway 641,
Eli Lilly Road, and a turn lane along Eli Lilly Road
.at it's intersection with U. S. Highway441, Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky.
--- Specifications, plans a9dontract documents may
be examined at the
owing places:
Builders Exchange: P.O. Box 5662, Louisville,
Kentucky)2015
F.W.- ige Corporation: Suite 107, 1133 West Mill
/d, Evansville, Ind,47710
F.W. Dodge Corporation: 3715 Bardstown Road,
Louisville, Kentucky 40213
F.W. Dodge Corporation: 325 Plus Park Blvd.,
Suite 105, Plus Park Professional Bldg., Nashville,
Tennessee 37203
Dodge/Scan: 13955 Manchester Road, Manchester, Missouri 63001 Associated General Contractors of Western Kentucky: 1930 N. 13th Street
Paducah,Ky.42001
Nashville Contractors Association: P.O. Box 1234,
Nashville, Tenn. 37202
Gamrnel, Travis and Williams, Inc.: 305 East
Main St., Princeton, Ky.42445
F.T. Seargent & Assoc.: 524 Main Street, Murray,
Ky.42071

20•

OR
Documents may be obtained from Ganunel, Travis
and Williams, Inc., P.O. Box 152, Princeton, Kentucky 42445, upon deposit of seventy five (875.00)
dollars per set, twenty five ($25.00) dollars of which
deposit shall be refundable upon return of such said
in good condition within fourteen (141 days after the
bid opening date.
Bids must be accompanied with a certified check or
bid bond for five (5%) per cent of the bid amount.
made payable to the City of Murray, to insure the
execution of the contract for which bid is submitted.
If tht bid is not accepted, the check or bond will be
returned. lithe apparent low bidder fails to enter into a contract with the owner of the proposed project
within fifteen (15) days from the time he is notified
of the acceptance of his bid, the bid bond or certified
check will be forfeited as liquidated damages to the
City of Murray. Bidders may not withdraw theit• bid
for thirty (30) days after the bid opening date. The
uccessful bidder will be required to furnish an acceptable performance bond equal to one hundred
(100% t per cent of the contract amount (contract
amount is base bid plus the maximum combination
of alternates).
Liquidated damages of one hundred twenty five($125.00) dollars per day will be assessed for the
contractor failing to complete the work in the period
of time indicated on his bid.
Both Federal and State wage rates will be applicable on this project.
The owner reserves the right to reject any and all
bids for any reason and negotiate as may be
necessary with the apparent successful bidder.
Bids will be received at the City Hall in Murray,
Kentucky, at 2:00 o'clock P.M., Centrat Standard
Time, November 18, 1980.
Date: October 28, 1980
Steve Zea
City Planner
Murray City Planning and Zoning Commission
Murray,Kentucky

2. Notice
"Eight Causes of
754)Divorce"
4444; Bible Story 759-4445.

Custom
buildings

Fireplace
753-9834
listed live is a ready reference
thal will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
Si
I. legal Notice
2, Notice
3. Laid of Thanks
4.1n Memory
5. lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
S. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insulance
13. for Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15, Articlesfor Sale
16. Some furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Sewing Machines
IS, Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical ,
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV Radio
27. Mobile Home Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34, Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Lerestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultry Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Hornet For Sale
17. Motorcycles
48. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51.-Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53, Services Offered
54. For Trade
55, Feed Ad Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted
VOTE FOR CARTER STUDIO we
follow
through on oil
promises.

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

FOR SALE
15
ft.
Starcraft
Runabout - like new,
fully equipped. Good
fishing,
sking
or
pleasure boating. Has
canopy top that will
completely
enclose
cabin. Call 753-0588.

614
14I 111:A
14
FACT
^fro* eh Wrapping Si
ASpestelty

a4

• STARKS
O HARDWARE
12th & Poplar
753-1227

4)

tel) tfl) reti
.*
5. Lost and Found
Lost. Black cat with stub tail,
wearing red collar, in
Gatesborough area Call before
5 753-1323 or after 5 pm, 7538678.
Lost Labrador Retriever, solid
reddish brown, male. wearing
collar with indentification. Lost
in Northside Calloway County
Reward! Call 759-1718,

6. Help Wanted
An Ohio Oil Company offers
high income, plus cash
bonuses. benefits to mature
Murray area
‘person in
Regardless of experience, write
Read,
American
M.M.
Lubricants Co., Box 696,
Dayton. OH 45401.
Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes. Free
details. Reply. "HomemakersSI2S-. Box 94485, Schaumburg, IL 60194.
General office work, one person
now, adding more soon. Immediate opening. Call 7534953.
Part time counter help needed,
must be able to work morning
and afternoons. Apply in person Dixie Cream Donuts, 1006
Chestnut Street
Phone Solicitors, 2 shifts. Apply 9 to 5. Eagle Inn, Room 36.
Wednesday and Thursday.
Sales person needed, part time
in clothing. Send application to
P.0 Box 68, Murray.
Waitress needed Apply at
Gallimore's Restaurant or call
492-8962.

School bu
Call 753-2

Wanted
School ye
School
reasonable
Copeland
Oak Ridge

15. Arti,

Chimneys,
pipe, 6"x3
829 99,
$29.99, I
Hardware,

Fireplace
brass trim
high 48'1
Phone 753
Fireplace t
blower.
reasonably
5206 after

Leather rei
and altera
and harne,
leather do
tack, beltt
and many(
753-9736

Realistic A
speakers, r
$35 Pow(
coat, size I
Three, wot
dresses, si
8968.

16. Horn

Antique da
Call 753-62

Big Saving!
ing daily!
Christmas!
wood and
end and
bedroom, Ii
ing Mom
hutches, c(
seats, unfir
bedding on
buy from us
raway Furn
753-1502.

Commodes.
$43.99.
Paris.

Chrome di
Table. 6 ch
1356.

Couch and
dition, $51
after 5 prh.

-Dinette SI
- cookware. I
Tuesday aft
1614 Loch 1

For sale' M
chair Also a
condition C
at 1107 Cu(
Solid mapl
dresser, chi
condition, sl

Two pieces
9)(12' each,
6775.
Used coucl
black naugl
3172.

17. Vacu
One used Fi
cleaner, $1
Filter Queen
cd Kirby, $
Electrolux, I
Call Martha I

18. Sewii
For sale Po
ing machine
multi-stitch,
included is
tonholer aft
436-2742 at
New Free An
one used Su
new. One Ki
like new. M
tha Hopper..

ftrriir

BUILDINGS!'
span. On sal(
for $3998.0(
$4663 00 •
$5925 00 •
$8433.00 •
812,919.00.
(614)294-26
`11•11MM=1

10. Bus. Opportunity
Make 200% selling inforMation
by mail Complete. dealership
including 20 money making
reports with full reproduction
rights $1000 For more intim
nation send self-addressed
stamped envelope to TW Scarbrough Co RI) Almo KY
42020

Ohio Vali
areas of
engine or
Murray 5
M S.U. II
For ird
443-736

Poducah,
Aiwitmmewm

SIEMER\
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19. Farm Equipment - 27. Mobile Home Sales

43. Reel EstatiF
- 43. Real Estate
49. Used Cars
53. Services Offered- 12x58 Two bedroom, 1 bath,
4
Income property Smolt apart 1973 Monte Carlo, green with CARPET CLEANING, free
*************
all electric, washer and dryer, 2
* Three bedroom me 1 Ve * ment building fully rented ex Landau roof Can be seen at estimates, satisfied references
window
air conditioners.
vnth moral herd ad fir 1
1
cellent income For sale by Speedway. Highway 641 /59- Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean
underpinned. Call /59-1865
1,
11 kwated NW al Menu Mee
'
r owner Low $20s Call 7531160
*
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning,
after 530.
ischided is • 2 car shop wwed *
8142
:*,
753-5827
,*• 'u-we'..' Wearied le *
1972
Plymouth
Duster,
slant
6,
Two bedroom. 12x60 Fleet1* TVA standards Priced to sell*
2-door, new front seat Asking 11 I 11 Stump Remoral. Do you
wood, natural gas heat, central
al 525,500.
$900. Call 753-0193 after need stumps removed from
electric air, excellent condi4-30.
tion. Like new in every respect.
your yard or land cleared of
*MBA
GOOD
INCOMI*
Located at Fox Meadows. Call
* PROPERTY, Hem MU. Name *
1973 Pontiac Ventura, 6 stumps? We can remove
wish
sleeping rooms with
James at 753-8146
cylinder automatic, $885 stumps up to 24" below the
* common hitch. aid 109
1974 Chevrolet pickup, ground, leaving only sawdust
1970 Winchester 12x60 trailer,
* ream. Also 2 sapient.
automatic V8, $990. Call 489- and chips Call for free
apart*
good condition, comes with
* sews.
mums S S S.00 *
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
2595.
couch, chair, dresser, kitchen
4,e' month. Priced to sell, *
1979 Pontiac Gran Prix, locally or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319
table, full gas tank. $4400
* $42,200
Professional
Services
%MN
15. Articles For Sale
firm. For appointments call
With The Friendly Touch"
owned good condition. Rally Leather repair. dying. cleaning,
22. Musical
•
•81.wil- 711.1141
wheels. AM stereo with tape and alterations Also saddle
753-0480 or 437-4514.
'When I deposit money in the bank on
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall
Gaws - 411144.7I
Friday*
piano,
Antique
upright
white
•
75114,174
Call 753-9694 days or 753- and harness repair We make
1111•••••••
*
pipe, 6"x30", $29.99: 8"x30",
PRICED
recently. $425 Call 753- 28. Mob. Home Rents ,=Ind you draw it out on Monday, we get no
tuned
4097 evenings.
leather clothing, chaps, vests,
*
$29.99: installation kit, 6".
TO SELL
6775
*
I ,11b.malm, /a,* *
For, rent 2 bedroom trailer , interest '
529.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin
1975 Vega. good condition, tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
Older home with all
*
*
.1•314
New and used Baldwin piano near Murray No pets 489 34. Houses For Rent
Hardware, Paris.
43. Real Estate
radial tires. 31 mpg highway. and many other gift items Call
Val *
the extras - sun por*
753-9736
organs, Lonardo Piano Co., 2611
Call 436-2593 evenings.
Fireplace screen, black with and
ch,
breakfast
room,
Three
bedroom,
newly
*
•
Merni7
Tatumsville Grocery, known as
.
Call.Way *
from the Post Office, 12x60 Mobile home for rent.
Licinsed Electrician and gas inbrass trim. Like new. 33 inches across
basement,
1971
lots
decorated,
of
builtVolkswagen
Tri-City
and
house.
Easy
1970
*
Danny
Betty's
Ceanty Realty
See Brandon Dill at Dill's to heat. References and Store, and business Corner
high. 484 inches wide. $25. Parts, TN.
ins and storage. CenMG Midget Call 753-6709 stallation, heating installation
going
with 3 •
(502)753-8146 *
and repairs Call 753-7203
Trailer Court, Murray Drive-In deposit. $150 per month 24/- bedroom living quarters
Phone 751-2796..
after
5 pm.
tral
gas
heat,
spacious
Priced •
304 N. Ugh
23. Exterminating
*
theatre
entrance.
Need work on your trees? Topp4701.
home
on
large
lot
in
*
to sell at $67.900 for all Call
Fireplace type wood stove with
Allarrey.11y,42•71
50. Used Trucks
*
ing, pruning, shaping, comMobile home for rent.
convenient location.
Gingerwood Realty for com- Ilk***********t
blower, very attractive,
1974 Chevrolet pickup, 350 plete removal and more. Call
AU BUGS CALL
References and deposit. Call Three bedroom brick, near plete information at 362-8948.
ALMO
reasonably priced. Call 753engine. Power, air, tilt wheel. BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
University. Available now. No
New listing. 3 bedroom, 2 full
753-9975.
large lot iappr. 2/3
5206 after 6.
48,000 miles after 5 pm. 753- professional tree care. 753pets. $275. 753-3942.
baths. brick veneer home
acre), double garage,
Small 2 bedroom trailer. water
.K .
Leather repair, dying, cleaning,
6760
8536.
1621 Keenland Drive Home
wash house, trailer
and trash pickup furnished. 4 37. Livestock-Supplies
and alterations. Also saddle
1977 Chevette Scooter. New Painting - Paperhanging features Olympic site pool,
hook-up, ideal building
miles on 121 South. No pets. ARABIAN HORSES FOR SALE
And harness repair. We make
Kelley's Termite
tires. Excellent condition. 753- General maintenance. Free
central heat and air, fireplace,
site, possible business
Students preferred. 753-8061. Visitors welcome! South on
leather clothing, chaps, vests.
rhal
753-1222
8874.
burglar alarm system For more
& Pest Control
estimates 159-1987
location,
city
vlater,
2
tacik, belts, purses, billfolds,
Two bedroom trailers, com- Locust Grove Road. 753-6100
information call Purdom &
Phone 753-3914
wells. Reduced to
1973 Ford F-I00 Ranger,
and many other gift items. Call
pletely furnished, good condi- Ree-Mar Arabians. 753-6126.
B
Thurman Real Estate, 753
$7,000.00.
$1500. Call 759-1515 after 5
753-9736.
ROOFING
tion, from $145 Call 753- For sale: Weening pigs. Call
4451, Suzy Wells 753-1585
WHY RENT?
pm
Cesionsiorcial
sad Rost8964.
Realistic AM-FM stereo and 2 24. Miscellaneous
after 4:30, 753-3523.
Geneva
Jones 753-6557.
This home' presently
*moths!, Shingle end
For sale 1973 International
speakers, needs minor repair, Cypress
753-8080
.
wood
j
consists of two apartsiding, Two bedroom. 12x60, partially 38. Pets-Supplies
111•11t-Op Reefs. Refertravel all truck. automatic
$35. Powder blue cashmere 8"x16'x7/8, 50 4 board foot, furnished, on large private lot 3
Ma/MUM
ments, but could be
Located in McCracken County
transmission, model 1010. 8
•as•s, •Il er•rk
coat, size 18, worn twice. $80. 45,000 board feet. Call 759- miles east of Murray. Call 753- AKC Poodle pups. 4 males,
easily
converted
is this seventy acre form for
back
45.
FaTRIS
For
Sale
cylinder, air-conditioned, radio.
black, 1 female, white. $40
Three, worn once each, long 1893 or 753-1623.
genrantemii. 753-6581
6283 after 5 pm.
only $35,000.00. Owner
to one family dwelling.
each. 436-2745.
196 Acres of tillable and wood- heater, power, clean Anxious
dresses, size 12. Call 753or 759-11159.
would consider some finanThere
is
a
separate
1260
Two
bedroom trailer.
Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
ed land 1 1/2 miles East of New to sell, $550 Call 753-6500 or
8968.
cing or would consider trade
garage and large
or 24". Also custom cut sizes. furnished, in good condition. AAA Dog Grooming, 12 years
Concord; includes tobacco and 753-8050
for property in Calloway
Paschall dry wall finisher. Will
experience.
$10.
Call
Goldie
near
University Call 489-2118.
garden area. Ideal in16. Home Furnishings 489-2327
stock barns: Also 2800 sq ft. 3 1971 Ford Bronco, 4 wheel, V8, finish dry walls in new
County Rented for season.
Brown, Lynn Grove, 435-4579.
homes:
vestment
property
at
more
bedroom
Roy
in.
for
brick
Call
ranch
home
in
Two
bedroom
trailer,
1ri
miles
Fireplace
inserts, automatic
Antique day bed. Best offer.
3-speed 753-0188 after 5 pm. also do patch lobs. and
Basic and Advanced dog obe$16,000.
Phone
formation. Office 753-1651
753top
condition.
QUICK
SALE
at
on
641
South,
two
speed
$150
and
blowers,
-see through
Call 753-6232.
remodeling. 489-2376.
dience classes. Breed handling,
or home 436-5650.
1222. Kopperud Realty
only $150.000. Private financ- 52. Boats and Motors
glass doors, $499 99 Wallin deposit. 753-4699.
Big Savings! Shipments arrivtracking, and protection. Alt
Reynolds aluminum products.
for
full-time
real
ing'
available.
Call
today
for
Boat,
motor,
trailer,
16'
bass
Hardware,
Paris. •
Three bedroom trailer for rent. breeds and ages. Professional
ing daily! Lay-away now for
more information at Spann boat, 145 hp Mercury motor. ALUMINUM SERVICE CO. Call
estate service.
Call Paducah, 443-7366 days, instructor. 436-2858.
Christmas! Recliners, smokers,
753-0689.
Realty Associates 753-7724.
EVERYTHING
Call 753-0069 after 4 pm.
442-1258 nights.
NEW
wood and marble fern. stands,.
YOU'VE BEEN
Bird dog, 1 Setter, 6 years old.
46.
Homes
for
Sale
14' Polar Kraft Jon boat., 18 hp Roofing, carpentry, all home
end and coffee fables,
TRUCK
Two bedroom trailer. 3 miles one Pointer, 14 months old.
LOOKING FOR
Evinrude.
Moody trailer. swivel repairs. Professional work. 36
Two
bedroom, living room, and dinbedrooms,
living room, kitI
east on private road, $95. Call 489-2642.
TIRES!
years experience. Call 753Over 2,000 square feet
South 12th at Sycamore
I
1 chen, bath, upstairs, boxed in cushion seats, lights, trolling
ing torn suites, buffet and
Water furnished. Deposit. Call
4703 or 753-9759.
I
Telephone 753.1651
of living area on a tree
II
motor.
753-0900.
Bassett
82500
Hounds,
AKC
back
hutches, corner cabinets, love
porch,
2
out
buildings.
I
753-8848 before 9 pm.
i
P. 0. Boo 361
shaded lot. This home
Stop! For all your repair needs.
registered, $100. Unregistered,
Including FIT
seats, unfinished furniture, all
L
J and pole barn. Financing 53. Services Offered
has a large, cedar
Two bedroom gas mobile home. $75. Long ears, sad faces. Call
limited Quantities
roofing, carpentry, plumbing
available. Near New Probedding on sale. If you don't
Custom
made
cabinets, music and electrical work. look no
IMO. furnished with washer 753-0672 nights.
paneled family room
Established business in good vidence. $30.500. Call 492buy from us you'll be sorry. CarKENTUCKY
centers,
book
cases, hutches more! Call 753-9226 or 753and dryer. nice carpet. $165
with a wood burning
location Limited low interest 8316.
raway Furniture, 105 N 3rd.
Reasonable. 436-2566
per month plus $50 deposit. Chow-Chow puppies. Reds and
LAKE OIL
fireplace, lots of
financing available Consider
9623 Well do your lob large or
753-1502.
blacks,
all
shots
and
wormed.
Three
brick
bedroom
veneer
Call after 4 pm. 753-7849.
trade for real estate, farm land.
cabinets and is close to
Fence sales at Sears now. Call small. All work done to your
A4C. Excellent confirmation.
COMPANY
Commodes, white, A grade,
house
with
over
1800
sq.
ft.,
rental property,. etc. Call 753a shopping center in
Sears, 753-2310 for free satisfaction.
Two bedroom, outside city Have sire and dam at kennel. 6
South 4th St.
$43.99. Wallin Hardware.
baths, half basement with
4109.
quiet neighborhood.
limits, 121 South. $90 plus weeks. Males and females.
Thinking of remodeling your
2 drive-in-doors and one walk estimate for your needs.
Paris.
House is surrounded
deposit. Water furnished. $250. Jim Diggs. Paris, TN
in door. Seperate garage with 2 For your Watkins products see house? We do it all! Hawley
LARGE NOME NEEDS LARGE
Chrome dining room suite. Firewood, $25 a rick delivered. Phone 753-5405.
by
_other
quality-built
901-642-4724 or 901-642drive-in doors and one walk-in. Holman Jones at 217 South Bucy, 492-8120.
FAMILY' This lovely home
Table, 6 chairs, $60. Call 753- Call 753-8430 or 759-4805
homes. All this plus
9200.
30. Business Rental
Located on wooded lot, 3.4 13th Street or call 753-3128.
features all the room you'll
Will haul driveway white rock
after 5 pm.
1356.
three bedrooms and
need! Al Fennel living room,
acres, approximately 5 mileS Heating, Refrigeration, Air Con- and Ag lime, also have any type
Male red Doberman Pinscher.
For
rent:
610
8
car
building
at
Firewood
for
sale.
437-4950.
two baths. Mid 60's. A
Couch and chair, in good coneast of Murray. Price 550.000. ditioners. appliance repairs. of brown or white pea gravel:'
DI Formal dining room, Cl
9 months old, good personality.
new listing through
Large kitchen, D) Separate
dition, $50. Colt 753-7786 Firewood: 18-24" seasoned. 40-1 North 4th for automotive Has all shots and papers. $150.
Additional acreage can be Bob's Refrigeration Service, Also do backhoe work. Call
repair
and
clean-up
work.
family
room
E)
with
fireplace,
after 5 poi.
Kopperud Realty.
bought. Call 753-1716 or 436- Hazel Kentucky, 4.98-8370. Roger Hudion,_ _1514545 Az_
mixed hardwoods, $25 per Natural gas heat $375
per 443-0049.
Four bedrooms, F) Two and
1
5360.
-Dinette set: miscellaneous rick, delivered. Call 753-8536. month. Call 753 3018.
Murray Ky 753-7829, Robert 753-6763.
one-half barks, 01 large upSix month old male AKC
cookware; furniture and toys. King automatic wood heater.
stairs gomerooni, II) Lots
Three bedroom house, has ap- (Bobby) Lockhart.
Wet basement? We make wet
registered
Chesapeake Would you like to look around
Tuesday after 1200 til 6 pm, brick lined, cast iron grates
more. The owners hove left
proximately 1400 sq. ft of liv- Insulation blown in. by Sears, basements dry. work completeMInI
Retriever. Call 759-4663.
• 40 ish again? _Then see this
Murray
1614 Loch Lomond.
so
home
is
available
ing space. Living room, kit- save on these high heating and ly guarenteed. Call or write
brick home located on quiet
and doors, lift off cook surface
Warehouse
Two female Doberman puppies street near MSU. It's lust for
for immediate possession. -- chen, bath, and utility room.
For sale: Matching couch and top, model 8802B, $259.99
cooling bills Call Sears, 753- Morgan Construction Co..
for
Its located nor 706 Plainview
sale.
Call
753-0896.
Storage Space
you 3 bedrooms (large master
Located in good location. Easy 2310 for free estimate
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
chair. Also a hide-a-bed in good Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
just a short walk from Murray
For Rent
Trained male English Setter for bedroom). den with built in
to heat. Call 753-9717.
KY 42001, or call day or night.
condition. Call 753-1865 or see Wood for sale, seasoned oak
High School, Only 574,900.
sale. 437-4386.
storage unit. 2 baths all
1-442-7026.
753-47SS
31 1107 Circarama.
lust cell us to se, this very
VOTE FOR CARTER STUDIO for
47.
Motorcycles
Call 436-2758.
redecorated with paint
•oll cf your Photographic
hvable home.
41. Public Sale
Will do plumbing, heating,
Solid maple bedroom suite, Wood for sale. $25 a rick
ATC-110 Honda 3-wheeler, ex
wallpaper, panelling. Land
Needs.
JOHN
painting, roofing, carpentry.
SMITH
dresser, chest, bed. Excellent delivered and stacked. Call 31. Want To Rent
cellent
condition.
$650.
Cal
scaped lawn with trees and
753-2211 or 759-1270.
condition, spotless. 753:9714. 489-2436.
• CARTER STUDIO
Want to rent or lease 100-400
753-8498 or 753-9433.
shrubs. fenced backyard for
acre corn or bean ground 642
JAMES'
Will do house painting, inside
Two pieces of gold carpet, 26. TV-Radio
privacy. Don't hesitate. Call
30,1 Mn,.
753 8296
1979 Honda XL-185. Excellen,
0207, Hatman & Hatman Farm
or out Call 753-5707.
753-1492 Century 21 Loretta
9'x12' each, $25 for both. 753condition. Call 489-2153.
ANTIQUES
AM-FM
Dashmate
Buchanan,
radio
with
Tennessee.
Jobs, Realtors.. Oh. yes, IT IS
6775.
Custom Stripping and
1975 Kawasaki 500 triple, 2cassette. Auto reverse. Pair of
priced in the $40's.
Used couch and love seat, Jensen triaxles. Speakers. 32. Apts. For Rent
Re pairing
stroke, $625. Leave name and
and
black naughahyde, $90. 753- Audiovox 40 watt booster. Sell Apartments for
number at 767-4759.
Refinishing. Custom
rent, near
11111.1UT REAL TT, INC.
AROUND THE CLOCK
3172.
as complete unit or separately. downtown. Call 753-4109."
Cabinets and WoodThe look's wry 111/•sons, vh•
1978 Yamaha 650 Special, exP.
The Holiday Season is approaching and now's
meows Wet owl BOBO.
working. No dipping.
cellent condition, $1500. 75317. Vacuum Cleaners 753-1207 or 753-0212.
Furnished basement apartFARMS- HOMES
the time to hove your carpets cleaned by the
P.
Hwy. 641 South
Ideal Investment Rental...7 2307.
BUSINESSES
One used Filter Queen vacuum Teaberry 23 Channel Base sta- ment, one bedroom, nice and
professionals.
P.
tion
C.B.
492-8850
radio.
power
D-104
rental
units
on
58
located
RECREATIONAL
LAKE
AND
clean.
Utilities
per
paid
$85
49.
Used Cars
cleaner, $149.50. One new
mike,
antenna
PROPERTY
and
80'
of
coax
trailers
lake
acres
area
in
6
"month.
Call
753-1739
Filter Queen, $399.50. One usFor sale: 1978 Volare. 24,000
Listings needed! Offices
and older home have income of miles. loaded $4500 or best
cd Kirby, $129.50. One used for sale. Also a Coinmaster 6 For rent: 2 bedroom duplex,
metal
detector
D/B
Buyers
with
per
Coast.
new
monapproximately
$490
to
Coast
Electrolux, like new. $139.50.
offer. Call 759-1057.
central heat and air, outlet for Carport sale! Tuesday, WednesEverywhere.
th 10 acres tendable..Priced
front
Call Martha Hopper, 354-6521. warranty. Call 753-1575 after 5 washer and dryer. Couple day, Friday 9-5. Good clothes.
pm.
in the 560's. Call 753-1492 at 1980 Mazda 626, mettalic
Catalog.
"Fro*"
S. 4th St.
preferred. No pets. Call 753- cheap. fireplace grates, other
753-6660
18. Sewing Machines 27. Mobile Home Sales 9741.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs. blue automatic air $6250
STROUT REALTY
useful items. 1302 Vine.
Call 362-4434 after 5 pm.
information
Korea 141,1ter
more
I...
for
Realtors
For sale: Portable Singer sew- For sale: 12x65 Wheeler mobile
1212 Celdirotor RI
Garage sale. Thursday and Friing machine. Has zig-zag stitch, home and lot. Good location. For rent furnished upstairs day. Toys, boy's bike, Green
Mom, Op
PUBLIC AUCIM
apartment,
bedroom,
living
multi-stitch, blind stitch. Also Call 489-2471.
753-0156
Saturday, Nov.8,1980-10 A.M.
Machine, children and adult
room
combination,
large
kitAsyno•
included is a Singer butRain or Shine-Lunch Available
clothing, household items 7-5,
tonholer attachment. $90. Call 12x65 Good condition, 3 chen and bath, $125 plus 1549 Oxford Drive.
Sale will be held on the farm located 6 dliles South of Palinersville, Tenn, on the
bedrooms. furnished. Plus utilities. Girl's Only. Call 753436-2742 after 6 pm.
Palmersville-Miller Store and Garrett Lake Blacktop. Turn.North off DresdenMost for your money! Lovely 3
43.. Rial Estate
washer and dryer and air- 5041 or after 5, 753-4707.
New Free Arm sewing machine. conditioner. 474-2342.
Paris Highway 54 onto Miller Store and Garrett Lake Blacktop. Proceed 4 miles to
bedroom, 2 bath. ranch with
Have
room and board. Lady or
one used Singer, 15 class, like
sale. Watch for Sale Arrows.
large kitchen/family room. on
Pardee. & Thurman
new. One Kenmore in cabinet 1400 Mobile home:7176, elderly couple. 753-0861.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Diedrick are relocating in another state and have commis4 acres. You have to see the
CONVENIENT
house
type
roof,
2
bedrooms.
2 One bedroom apartment, furInsuranc•
like new. Must sell! Call Marmany extras this home offers
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES to sell their Farming
sioned
COUNTRY
full
baths,
factory
installed nished. 121 South. $80 per
Real Estate
tha Hopper, 354-6521.
includes prime location for
Equipment and part of their Household Furnishings at Auction.
wood burning fireplace, Ex- month plus
LIVING
Sesithside
deposit.
Phone
Coact
country
living.
Call Spann RealSq.
FURNITURE - Cherry Dining Room Suite and Hutch; Drop-Leaf Dining
19. Farm Equipment cellent condition. Call 522- 753-5405.
Just listed this
ty Associates, 753-7724.
Murray, Kentucky
Table; 4 Tell-City Spindle Back Chairs; Kenmore Stove with Self-Cleaning Oven:
BUILDINGS!! All steel clear 3606.
spacious
three
753-4451
Kenmore Washer and Dryer; Chest Food Freezer; Oak Chest of Drawers; Sleepspan. On sale now! 30'x48'xI2' Mobile home for sale. Needs Two bedroom apartment.
bedroom, two bath
ing Bags; Webber Grill; Sewing Rocker; 3 Piece Bedroom Suite; Recliners; RedA newly remodeled /we
for $3998.00• 40)(40'xI4 for repair. Will sell reasonable. recently redecorated, private
home
only
located
two
area and good neighborhood. WARNING! Do not look at this
wood Picnic Table & Furniture; Blonde Bedroom Suite; Lamps, Oil Lamps; Awnbedroom home with all new
$4663.00 • 40'x72'x14' for 492-8962.
miles from town on 1-2
wiring end plumbing new cook
ing Shades; Canning Jars.
$5925.00 • 48'x96'x14' for Three bedroom. 2 bath, 1974 No children, no pets. Lease and property unless you are
acres.
Home
features
dorsi, refrigerator end gas
FARMING EQUIPMENT - Massey Ferguson 180 Tractor (Diesel), Massey
$8433.00 • 60'x100'x16' for Mobile home. $4000. Owner deposit required. $175 per prepared to buy! The first
central electric heat
heating stove. New stealth's
Ferguson 4x14 Breaking Plow; Covington 5' Rotary Mower; Burch 4' Cultivator
512,919.00. Call collect today financing available. Call 753- month. Available November temptation is the beautifully
air,
and
with an
steel slab end birth room fir
1st. Call 753-9208 after 4 pm. treed 15 acres The second is
( rolling fenders); Arno) 7' Blade (like new); Diesel Tank and Pump; Ton Hog
(614)294-2675 til 7 pm.
tires. Storm doors and wineconomical woodburn0187 after 6 pm.
the home that consists of 3
Feeder; Tuff-Line 8' Wheel Disc; AC 4 Row Planter; 2 Barrel Hog Waterers; 4
dows. located in Nagel
ing fireplace insert
34. Houses For Rent
bedrooms. 2 baths. and rec
Creep Feeders; 2 Water-Troughs-Combinations; Heat Lamps; Round Hog Feeder.
$23,000
and
is
tastefully
room
The third is that it is
SHOP & MISC.ITEMS-Sears 14' Jon Boat, Trailer; 5 H. P. Boat Motor; ElecFor rent: Furnished 4 or 5
decorated.
Offered
in
close-in
The fourth is owner
bedroom house close to camtric Trolling Motor; Air Compressor with Paint Sprayer; Aluminum Ladder;
the
$50's
through
Kopfinancing
is available Test
pus for college girls or boys.
Ariens Riding Mower; 10 Hole Aluminum Chicken Nest;
H.P. Router; Vise,
perud Realty, 711
Ohio Valley Aviation
Call 70-5865 or 753-5108 your will power and call us at
electrical supplies; Weed Eater; Shop Vac; Coleman Lantern; Sears Power
Main.
753-1492
Century 21 Loretta
after, 30 pm.
Mower; 100 Electric Fence Post; Hand Tools; 18 & 20 Log Chain; Rope; Lawn
Barkley Field, Paducah, Ky.
INVESTMENT
Jobs, Realtors
Chairs; Barb Wire; Sears Tiller; Miscellaneous items.
•
Nice 2 bedroom home, partially
PROPERTY
Announces It's
This will be an open equipment sale immediately following Mr. Diedrick's
furnished
in
quiet
36x187 building on
Equipment.
neighborhood. Deposit re
HORNBUCKLE
"Blue Sky Special"
80x200 lot. Could be
CONSIGNED ITEMS - 1974 A.C. 200 Tractor; A.C. 14' Disc; A.C. 4 Row
quired. Coleman Real Estate.
utilized as one rental
Now Until Thanksgiving!
Cultivator; A.C. 4 Row Planter; Brillion No. 164 Roller Harrow; Gooseneck Flat
753-9898.
BARBER SHOP
unit or divided into
Bed Trailer; 7' Chattanooga Chisel Plow,
Ohio Valley Aviation is offering flight instruction in the
Three room farmhouse, 10
several units. Buy this
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT,
Miller
St.
L.P.
225
of private, commercial, instrumint, multi.
miles, east of Murray. Call 753MR. AND MRS. HERBERT DIEDR1(1$,OWNF.RS
and get a good return
ROUTE 1-1110X Oil-PARIS.TFT$NFASEE OR
engine and airline transport pilot at a 10% reduction.
2480 after 5 pm.
Open Hours
on your investment.
Murray State students, faculty and staff bring your
ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
Priced at $64,000.
Two bedroom house, gas heat
Mon. & Tues. 8:30-1:30
M.S.U. ID for an additional 5% reduction.
Prefer couple, no pets. Call
rocated at corner of
SALES
Wednesday
Close
For information call Ohio Valley Aviation at (502)
4th and Chestnut
753-1502 or 753-4860.
Mannn i Alexander. AUCIIOne, I, N” 67
443-7366 or stop by and see them at Barkley Field,
8:30-12:30
KopPhone
Streets.
r)ff
Saturday
Friday
229
8,
University
St
Martin, TN 311237
PHONE 517-4244
Three bedroom home close to
Night Marvin E Alexander
Wendell Alerander
Terry Oliver
Paducah, Ky.
perud Realty,753-1722.
M.S.U. Children welcome. Call
5474541
364-21155
384-2709
753-3685
Prolessiowaltsed Service 14as Caused More People To Sell The Slew...der Wsy
753-3006
Built
Custom
portable 540 MF Combine same as
buildings. Call 753-0984
new, only 190 hours. 13' grain
head with variable reel See
14. Want To Buy
Marvin Roberts, Marion, KY or
Fireplace screen, large Call call (502) 965-4888 after 4
753-9834.
Om
School bus with good engine. 20. Sports Equipment
Call 753-2738.
The Pistol People. Invest in a
Wanted - Murray Training feeling of security, largest
School yearbook for 1948-49 variety, lowest priced no
School year. Will pay registration or red tape in Kenreasonable price. Contact R.L. tucky Country Boy Store, 9
Copeland, 108 Montreal IN, miles west of Hopkinsville junction KY 164-111 Hours 8-5
Oak Ridge, TN 37830.
Sunday 12-5

COPY AVAILABLE

*NOTICE*

Joe Smith
Carpets

era

rage

•
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Logo & Funiran
Mrs. Leneave Dies
Sunday; Funeral
Being Held Today
Mrs. Irene Bogard I.eneave
of Cadiz Route 2 died Sunday
at 1:30 p.m. at Pine Crest
Manor, Hopkinsville. She was
V years of age.
The deceased was the widow
of Homer Blane Leneave, and
was the daughter of the late
Mr.and Mrs. John Bogard.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Mildred
Boswell, -Paducah; one son,
Vance leneave, Cadiz; four
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held today af 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz,with the Rev. Randolph
Allen officiating. Burial will
follow in the East End
Cemetery there.

Governor Picks
Seven For State
. Cancer Group
FRANKFORT, Ky.(API Seven new members have
been appointed to the Kentucky Cancer Commission by
Gov. John Y.Brown Jr.
They are Joan White of
Cadiz, Dr. John Cronin of Lexington, Dr. Ralph Tesseneer
Jr. of Highland Heights, Dr.
Gan Madcliwar of Martin and
Josephine Dye of Ashland.
Dr. PeterBosomworth. Ace
president of the University of
Kentucky Medical Center, and
Dr. Harold Boyer, vice president of health affairs at the
University of Louisville, will
serve as non-voting members.

Final rites for Charles t'inis
Hutchins, 64 year old resident
of Murray Route 8, were held
Monday at 2 p.m.at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Horne with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe officiating. Leland Peeler
'directed the choir of the Grace
Baptist Church in singing with
Dwane Jones as organist.
Pallbearers were Eugene
Garland, Ira Merrell, Jerry
Montgomery, Harold and
James Wyatt, and Kenneth
Lee Todd. Burial was in the
Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Hutchins died Saturday
at 6:.30 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Edith Thompson Hutchins; one daughter, Mrs.
Louie Sieting, Murray Route
4; one son, Billy Gene Hutchins, Murray; three grandchildren, Susan Renee Hutchins, Sandra Hutchins, and
April Dawn Sieting; six sisters
- Mesdames Cora Todd,
Aubrey Wyatt, Doug Merrell,
Mae
Bucy,
Harold
Thom'asson, and Euna Wyatt;
one brother,John Hutchins.

Craig Rites Are
Held, Oak Grove

The funeral for Alfred E.
(Cotton) Craig, sawmill
operator, was held Monday at
2 p.m. at the Oak Grove Baptist Church with the Rev. Joe
Bagwell officiating and music
by the Church Choir.
Pallbearers were Elmer
Middleton, David Haney, Van
Thompson, Dan Dunn, Elisha
Taylor, and Byron Gallimore.
Burial was in the church
cemetery with the arrangements by the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Craig,52, died Saturday
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- at 9:40 p.m. at the MurrayGov. John Y. Brown Jr. will Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
visit Bowling Green Thursday
for a "Government to the Peo- Mrs. Mary Evelyn Wooley
Craig; one daughter, Alice
ple Day."
Brown and Transportation Craig, Nashville, Tenn.; two
Secretary' Frank Metts will sons, Charles M. Craig, Murhave lunch with students and ray,and Kenneth Craig,Route
faculty at Warren Central 2, puryear, Tenn.; three
High School, then visit the sisters - Mrs. Margaret Midarea vocational school, help dleton, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
dedicate an east-west corridor Annie Lou Stone, Lexington,
highway project and visit a Tenn., and Mrs. Geneva
Haney, Detroit, Mich.; one
plant.
The governor will speak that brother, Lenard Craig, Lexnight at a chamber of com- ington, Tenri.;_ one grandson,
Mitchell-Alan Ci aig.
merce dinner.

Brown To Visit
Bowling Green
On Thursday

•

Mill Manager Sentenced
PEKING (AP) - The
manager of a Chinese flour
mill warehouse has been
sentenced to death for stealing
148 tons of wheat over two
years, the People's Daily
newspaper reported.
A boatman who helped the
manager steal 13 boatloads of

Voting

•••••• itoatinued trona Page

Rites Held Here
For Mr. Hutchins

wheat was sentenced to life in
prison and a mill official convicted of lax supervision drew
a two-year term, the Cornmunist Party newspaper
reported Sunday.
It said they made the
equivalent of $27,954 by selling
the stolen wheat.

Save up to 360/0
on Pfaltzgraff
Village.

Pictured above are the fifth and sixth grade first semester exploretory chorus, North
Star Singers. During the semester, studies emphasized are reading music skills, basic
choral techniques, chorography and performance skills. The North Star Singers will be
featured in the annual Christmas Pagent lobe held at North Elementary Dec. 11th. Pictured are (from left, front row)'Amy Miller, Nichole Bazzel, Amy Pyle, Wendy Parker,
Natalie McDougal, Shadita Tabors, Kim Dugger, Stephanie Hayes, Angie Hoke.(Back
row) Roy Henley, Melody Kernel!, Christy Eldridge, Gwen Bailey, Dena McClard,
Susanne Coleman,Carol Therrian, Gidget Crouch, Rodney Jones and Miss Sarah Hail.
Photo By Renee Miler

Burglar Has Police Guessing
Hass, who violated probaBOULDER, Colo.(AP)- A
bragging young burglar who tion in New York, was ardelighted in breaking trito rested in Boulder in 1979. He
homes while the owners slept was being held in connection
and may have been responsi- with the Colorado break-ins,
ble for 2,1300 thefts is keeping but had not been convicted of
police guessing even after his them. Authorities said he told
them about his exploits before
death.
'Paul Hass, 22, who had been escaping from jail shortly
arrested several times, told before Christmas of 1979. He
authorities with pride that he remained at large until his
was the North Shore Burglar death.
In Connecticut, Westport
of Long Island, N.Y., the Gunbarrel Burglar of Colorado Police Lt. Ron Malone said
and the Malibu Burglar of Hass was suspected in a rash
of burglaries during the nine
California."He was a premier days before he was killed.
Authorities said Kaye, a
burglar," said Boulder County
sheriff's ,detective Carroll wealthy manufacturer of pool
Allison, who tracked Hass for tables, was awakened by noise
weeks in 1979 during a rash of and noticed his television set
break-ins at expensive homes. missing.
Hass was shot near an in"That was his profession. Just
as some kids grow up to be a door swimming pool in the
doctor, Paul Hass grew up to home. Authorities said they'
found $2,700 in his pocket.
be a burglar."
Hass was slain Oct. 21, when
Westport, Conn., homeowner
Irving Kaye shot him once in
the back of the head during a
TAYI.ORSVII.I.E, Ky. Al')
break-in,officials say. .
Now police are trying to - The city of Taylorsville
figure out where all the loot seeksto ektend its boundaries
from his burglaries isstashed, in an annexation question to
U. Bruce Goodman of the appear on. the ballot in two
Spencer -County precincts toBoulder sheriff's department.
day.
says he's convinced Hass
An irregular annexation
rented safe deposit boxes
-pattern would take,in varying
throughout the country. Some,
of them may neyer be found amounts of Spencer County,
since Hass often changed iden- extending from Taylorsville in
all directions, but the largest
tities, using stolen _driver's
licenses and other identifitan. tract is some 2.000,feet wide
Wild two' Miles, long in 'The
tion eards-,-Goodmansays,
-direction of taylorsville Lake,•
" -If we could put all out
.151rW141,01ashathe
cases together, tin' sure- we .AlldeE/91
.city, a county official said. *,
could solve 1,000 to 2,000
'We have 255 names Ofeligjburglaries," said Sgt. Ronald
Rafferty of the Suffolk County,
N.Y., police department.

STONEWARE
Place setting, 5 pc.
Luncheon Plate,8¼"
Fruit Bowl, 5-1/8"
Oval Vegetable Bowl
Flanged Soup Bowl
Platter, 14'
Soup Tureen, 3 qt.
Coffee Mug, 10 oz.
Teapot
GLASS
oz.
Wine Goblet,
Water Goblet, 11 V. oz.
Tumbler, 12 oz..
Cooler, 12 oz
Rocks/Juice.9 oz.

$11.80
3.20 2.20
8.50
4.20
10.00
33.00
3.20
13.50

Investigations
Continue After
Weekend Break-Ins
An undetermined amount of
merchandise was stolen from
the warehouse St Murray
Home and Auto Saturday
night, according to a Murray
Police
Department
spokesman.
The spokesman said store
owners currently are taking
an inventory of items to determine what was taken. One
shotgun definitely had been
taken from the store, he added. Entrance only was gained
into the back warehouse of the
store,the spokesman said.
The spokesman said
damage to the building including a hole that had been
kicked in the
In a separate incident, about
$500 was taken from 13 vending machines in the Wizard's
Cave sometime Sunday night,
the spokesman said..
Police offiCials are continuing investigations in both
cases,the spokesman said,

The Murray Civitan Club
will observe its 22nd birthday
on Thursday. Nov. 6 at 7 p.m.
at the Seven Seas Restaurant.
Austin Stewart, a charter
member of the Hopkinsville
Civitan Club, will be the guest
speaker. He has-a record of
over ;5 years perfect attendance.
At this annual charter night
meeting several awards for
outstanding service will be
presented. The most coveted
award will be the Civitan of
the Year Award for 1979-1980
to be presented by Civitan
Nick Horton who received the
award last year.

7.00

'79 Chev. Camaro-Sport Coupe
Lt. Blue-Blue cloth bucket, auto rear defogget, clock,
AM radio, western wheels, p.s., p.b., air, 6 cyl. Ap
pros. 52.000 mi.

$5377.00

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
15

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
641 South

753-2617
Hwy.94

753-8738

Gil Ruble, a city councilman, said the town of 950
"could dry up" when'the lake
iscmete if the anpnperxati
oveon
d.
proposal isn't
We're afraid g -new.remmunity will develop up there
by the lake," he said.

start next month with compleBy MATT YANCEY
tion scheduled for May 1982.
Associated Press Writer
"This is some excellent
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Responding to construction work with the redesign, but we
industry critics, the Tete have to emphasize that it's not
nessee Valley Authority the same building," TVA
awarded private companies Chairman S. David Freeman
$15.5 million in contracts to said. "We're buying less and
build a computer center in we're getting less."
The entire office complex is
Chattanooga and a nuclear
to cover about nine acres and
plant's turbine generator.
TVA's three directors also consolidate all of TVA's apvoted unanimously Monday to proximately 6,000 Chatincrease the government tanooga employees.
TVA plans to spend about
utility's debt by half a billion
dollars_ to. more than $11. $12 million on solar and other
billion, and to ship 5,000 tons of - technologies to reduce energy
Southern Illinois coal to consumption for heating and
Greece for testing in a veal cooling the complex'by 70 percent and make it a model of
gasification plant there.
Rentenbach Engineering energy conservation for future
Co. of Knoxville and T.U. office buildings.
Parks Construction Co. of
Union Boiler Co. of Nitro,
Chattanooga 'received. a W.Va., received a $4.2 million
$11.275 million contract to contract to erect the turbine
build the scaled-down com- generator -and feed pump turputer center,the first part of a bines for TVA's Yellow.Creek
planned • $100 million solar- Nuclear Plant near Luke.
energy office complex.
'' Miss.
TVA knocked eff one floorof--The- award i ept ebento the
the computer center and first time TV4 hag decided to
eliminated several of its plan- contract with a private comned features after the lowest pany on a large scale rather
bid for the project last March than use its own construction
was $21 million - $6 million force of 30,000 at a power plant
more than TVA had project.
For years, private contracestimated.
Project manager Morris tors have claimed they could
Herndon said the center still build TVA's plants at less than
should be able to serve all of than the seven-state can, A
TVA's computer needs into Los Angeles consulting firm
the 1990s. Construction will two years ago suggested that

A
=
131v

1.0U1SVII.I.E. Ky. tAls'i IJSDAI Estimated receipts cattle and carves
1500; compared to Monday's close
limited slaughter steers and heifers
steddy: slaughter cows 1.00 higher. instances 2.00 higher; slaughter bulls firm
to 1.06 higher, calves and vealers
iintested early, feeders steady. in.
stineeS 1.00 higher; slaugKier steers
choice 1080-1168 lb 070667.90: good and
•hoice 906990 lb 62.7541.70; standard
11140.1115 lb 52 00-59.50; slaughter heifers
good and choice 820.995 lb 63.7044.25;
good 885-1015 lb 57.75-61.50; slaughter
,.ows ilmanerrial 43.0045.75; utility
41.00-48.00, high dressing utility 48.2551 50, cutter 38.0043.25; canner and cutter under 800 lb 36.00-39.50; slaughter
bulls grade 1-2 10501790 lb 58.0659.50;
grade 2 910.1355 lb 49.0653.00; feeder
steers medium frame 1 300-500 lb 68.00.
7800; package 403 lb 80.00; 500.600 lb
67.00-75.90, 600.700 lb 65.50-71 25, 700435
lb 65 0672.50, medium frame 1-2 in- „
eluding bulls 300-500 lb 509968.00; 5450700 lb 5201141)36; large triune 2 in.
lading Holsteins 590-825 lb 51.0659.50;
heifers rriediuni frame 1305.400 lb 55.06
59 110, 400.500 lb 57.0664.56 small lot
67.00, 500.740 lb 51.0046 50, medium
frame 2 300-500 lb 18 5656.00, 500-705 lb
15.0645.00, stork cows medium and
large frame '1-2750.1(00 lb -mostly 437555 00
Hogs 800. compared to Monday's close
barrows and gills 25 higher. 1-2 210-240 lb
4850-4870. 2 210-250 lb 400048.40; 2-3
230-270 14_47 5048.00; 3 206300 lb 11.5045.00: sows steady; 1-2 306350 lb 42.8043.00, 350-400 lb 43 0044.00, 400500 lb
44.00-45.00; 500.600 lb 15 00-16.00,
partload 4621). 3 and utility 306100 lb
31.5611.00, boal,over 300 lb 38.0049.40
Sheep 25. untested early

TVA at least compare bids
from private contractors with
its own cost estimates.
Construction
Manager
George Kimmons estimated
that Union Boiler, after wage
escalators in the, contract are
taken into account, can erect
the turbines and generators
for 0.4 million. TVA
estimated the cost would be
$5.7 million if the ,work was
done by its own crews.
Union Boiler mast pay its
workers wages equal to TVA
pay scales under the contract.
ICinurions suggested that the
company may be able to do
the work cheaper than TVA
because it can bring workers
in for a short time and thenlay
them off without "having to go
through the red tape we have
to.

.

"I still think it will be nip
and tuck on whether they can
beat am:estimate of the cost,"
he mid. "But we wouldn't be
recommending it if we didn't
think' we could gave ourselves
some money."
Union Boiler President J.W.
McDavid said the Yellow
Creek contract was the first
TVA project of any size his
company has bid on. "We
think we can make money on
it;. we.just completed a job
larger than it so we know what
we're bidding on," he said.

BEL-AIR DECOR
WE ACCEPT
VISA 8 MASTER CHARGE
LAYAWAYS AVAILABLE

The local Civitan Club
received its charter from
Civitan International on Nov.
6, 1958 in the Kentucky Colonel
Restaurant with 160 people
present including 37 new Murray Civitans. The first president of the Murray Civitans
was
Aubrey
"Red'
Willoughby. "The Club has invited all of
its former charter members to
be their guests for this
meeting," said President R.
B. Barton.

Livestock Market

In addition to the presidential contest, voters were to decides U.S.Senate
race matching heavily favored incumbent Wendell Ford against Republican
Mary .Louise Foust, and five congressional battles. Two other congressional
incumbents, 1st District Rep. Carroll
.Hubbard 'and 7th District Rep. Carl
Perkins, both Democrats, had no
Republican opposition.
Democrats William Natcher in the
2nd and Romano Mazzoli in the 3rd and
Republican Gene Snyder in the 4th were
expected to easily gain re-election. In
the 5th, Republican Hal Rogers was
favored over Democrat Ted Marcum
for the seat being vacated by
Republican Tim Lee Carter.
The 6th offered the Only real contest,
with Republican Rep. Larry Hopkins of
Lexington facing Democrat -Torn
Easterly of Frankfort in a rematch of
their 1978 face-off.
Kentuckians in two judicial districts
also chose state Supreme,Court justices
in nonpartisan contests. In central Kentucky, incumbent.Robert Stephens was
opposed by Fayette Circuit Judge N.
Mitchell Meade while, in eastern Kentucky, Justice James Stephenson of
Pikeville was challenged by Cordell
Martin, a Hindman lawyer. Supreme
Court terms run eight years.
Also at stake were 13 circuit and
district judgeships created by the 1980
General Assembly, and an intermediate Court of Appeals judgeship
in Louisville.

Construction Contracts Given

Civitans To Have Birthday

$ 7.50
2.50
1.70

4/8.00
4/8.00
4/6.00
4/8.00
4/6.00

. Fees of the annexation plan
contend the city offers them
nothing they don't already
have except higher taxes.
-

PADUCAH,Ky.( API-The __severe heart attacr Friday,
father of former Kentucky the spokesman added.
Gov. Julian Carroll, E.B.
His . condition was not
"Buster" Carroll, was reported by Lourdes Hospital.
reported "resting comfor- H o wever, a - hospital
tably" at a Paducah hospital _spokesman said all patients in
Monday after suffering a the cardiac care unit, where
heart attack, a family Carroll remained Monday.are
spokesman said.
considered in "guarded condiCarroll, 74, suffered
a tions.''

We Finance
2.50 Ea.
2.50 Ea
1.90 Ea.
2.50 Ea.
1.90 Ea

ble-voters," Spencer County
Clerk Lottie Miller said,"but I
am sure we will find there are
a few others who are also eligible."

Carroll Rests In Hospital

Special
Prices

3.50
8.00
27.00
2.50
11.00

Officers who had been
assigned the job of tracking
Hass said he operated on the
theory that when people are
home, the money is there.
Hass would break in while the
owners slept, picking up
purses and wallets. He had
told friends in Boulder that he
would go into bedrooms and
take money while people slept.
Hass struck 60 times in 60
days in the Boulder area,
police say, with many of the
break-ins taking place in the
expensive
Gunbarrel
neighborhood. Allison, whp.,
spent several sleepless nights
waiting in a car for Hass to
strike, said it was tough to
catch him.
"If you can be impressed by
a criminal, I was impressed
by Paul Hass," said Allison.
-It was a challenge to catch
him."

City Seeks Expansion

Village Stoneware place settings and
other selected accessories. And remember that they go from freezer to
oven to table beautifully.
Regular
Prices

Republican, and Democratic camps
alike predicted victory, although making it contingent on certain factors.
Charles Graves, the Kentucky coordinator for President Carter, said that
"if we execute our get-out-the-vote plan
for tomorrow, we'll win."
Larry Forgy, heading Republican
Ronald Reagan's campaign, said he
believes the GOP will take a state
which most national observers have
placed in the toss-up column for many
weeks. Forgy was counting on a heavy
Republican turnout in its 5th District
stronghold and a guess that the hostage
situation would have no marked lastminute effect.
Polls opened at6 a.m.,local time,and
were scheduled to close 12 hours later.
The presidential race could focus on
the Louisville area, where recent polls
by The Louisville Times and WHAS
Radio have shown a decided tilt toward
Carter. The results were so surprising
that politicians in both parties were unsure if they were accurate.
Generally, the Democrats are counting on margins in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and
7th districts while the Republicans see
victory in the 4th,5th and 6th.
But what counts is the total vote, and
the winner gets all nine of Kentucky's
electoral votes, which have assumed an
increasing importance in the past
month to each presidential candidate.
Independent John Anderson, never a
factor here, was expected to receive no
more than 5 percent of the vote.

Bel-Air Shopping Ctr•

OPEN TILL 8:00 P.M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

Phone 753-3642

Start Your Christmas Shopping Early
New Stock

Great Selections Now

Byrde Crystal- Brass- Oriental
Temple Jars-Vases
•
& Plates
Many Gift items TotChaose from

IS

Unfinished Furniture
1 Nice Gift for your husband -- Gun Cabinets
Something For the Wife - Corner Cabinets
Other Nice Things.
k.........kop.........

•4'
Hutches- and Many ‘
Ss,S
.v.
2)
N

Carpet Sale For Month of November
Must Sell 5000 Yds This Month
Short Shag

$6•50

Sq.

First Class Carpet No Seconds
4811188811111111.8mmeleir.•••1•••••••t••••••••.••''

Close Out on Fireplace Equipment
Below Cost

1

Glass Screens

Fire Sets & Screens

.00
Rog. $100
.

Rog. $100.00

S30.00

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

$50.00

Please Hurry
Sizes Are Limited

1).

